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State House, Room 413A
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The Honorable Steven M. Walsh, House Chair
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State House, Room 22
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Dear Chairman Joyce and Chairman Walsh:

Pursuant to Chapter 193 of the Acts of 2004, “An Act Further Regulating Public Construction in the Commonwealth,” the Office of the Inspector General is submitting a review of the construction management at risk (CM at risk) alternative delivery method. This alternative construction method was introduced as an innovation in public construction that was based upon a construction delivery method successfully utilized in the private sector and advanced by Commissioner David B. Perini of the Division of Capital Asset Management (DCAM), as a member of the Special Commission on Public Construction Reform. The final version of the statute, M.G.L. c.149A, §§1-13, included the ideas of many other Special Commission members. Section 13 of the legislation incorporated a review to analyze and assess the delivery method after a five-year period.

The office analyzed the experiences of local and state entities that have employed the alternative delivery method on their projects. Since 2005, there has been over $1 billion of local CM at risk projects authorized. In addition, Massport and DCAM have both used CM at risk for a number of projects; for example, DCAM is using the methodology to construct the New Psychiatric Hospital in Worcester, which is estimated to cost $302 million.

Overall, CM at risk as a delivery method is becoming more popular at both the state and local level. Since the data and information collected as the basis for this report, the office has approved seven more projects and has received three more requests. DCAM also reports that its construction management procurement process continues to gain strength within the industry. In 2009, DCAM has issued requests for proposals on eight CM at risk projects with an average contract value of approximately $40 million. DCAM received an average of 14 CM at
risk firm’s responses per project. The CM at risk firms proposing include a mix of large national and regional firms, as well as smaller CM at risk firms who concentrate on the local market, indicating significant interest in projects using the CM at risk delivery method.

Based on the experiences of those that have used CM at risk as presented in this review, most entities appear satisfied with the current process and expressed few disadvantages. The office thanks the participants in this study for providing other public owners with an interest in using M.G.L. c. 149A with valuable data, procedural information, lessons learned, and practical advice. Nevertheless, the office has identified some changes to the law that would correct unclear or problematic provisions and strengthen the public protections contained in the law.

I am available to discuss the findings and recommendations contained in the report. The review will also be made available on the office website.

Sincerely,

Gregory W. Sullivan
Inspector General
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Introduction

Chapter 193 of the Acts of 2004, known as the public construction reform law, created a new statute, M.G.L. c. 149A, containing provisions authorizing and governing the use of two optional alternative delivery methods for public construction projects in Massachusetts: construction management at risk (CM at risk) for building projects estimated to cost $5 million or more and design-build for public works projects estimated to cost $5 million or more. The provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A took effect on January 1, 2005.

Prior to the enactment of the public construction reform law, most public owners in Massachusetts were required to use the design-bid-build project delivery method required by M.G.L. c. 149, §§44A-M for major public building projects with limited exceptions: Massachusetts law has long authorized the use of alternative delivery methods for modular buildings, which are subject to the competitive requirements of M.G.L. c. 149, §44E, and energy management contracts, which are subject to the competitive requirements of M.G.L. c. 25A. In addition, the Massachusetts General Court has enacted special legislation authorizing specific alternative delivery methods for certain public building projects: for example, the General Court authorized the use of CM at risk for the construction of the Worcester Courthouse project undertaken by the Division of Capital Asset Management (DCAM) and certain dormitory construction projects undertaken by the Massachusetts State College Building Authority (MSCBA).

M.G.L. c. 149A, §13 requires the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) to review public agencies’ experiences with the use of CM at risk:

Not later than 5 years after the effective date of this chapter, the inspector general shall undertake and complete a review for the purpose of describing the experience of public agencies that utilized construction manager at risk services. The review shall serve as the basis for a report to be submitted by the inspector general to the joint committee on state administration, the clerk of the house of representatives, and to the clerk of the senate not later than October 1, 2009. The report shall also include legislative recommendations, if any.

Study Objectives

The OIG contracted with a consultant, Clarus Group, to assist with performing this study. The specific objectives of the study were as follows:

1. Describe the experiences of public agencies that used the CM at risk project delivery method;

2. Analyze the CM at risk project delivery method compared to the traditional building project delivery method required by Massachusetts law; and
3. If appropriate, recommend changes to the legal requirements contained in M.G.L. c. 149A for using the CM at risk project delivery method.

**Methodology**

This section identifies the principal sources of data used in the development of this study: project identification, public owner surveys, a focus group interview, and interviews with representatives of public owners.

**CM at Risk Project Identification**

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, public agencies seeking to use CM at risk are required to submit an application to the OIG for authorization to proceed on a specific project. Five agencies are exempt from this requirement; these exempt agencies are required to submit and obtain OIG approval of procedures that may be used on multiple CM at risk projects.\(^1\) The information in the applications served as a starting point to identify projects for inclusion in this study. In addition, OIG staff contacted the exempt agencies that had submitted and obtained OIG approval of their procedures to identify CM at risk projects that they had undertaken using the M.G.L. c. 149A process.\(^2\)

**Public Owner Surveys**

Three instruments were developed to survey public agencies, referred to in this report as “public owners,” about their experience with CM at risk under M.G.L. c. 149A. The first instrument consisted of an online survey that collected information about each CM at risk project undertaken, including:

- information on the project and its current status;
- competition for the CM at risk contracts;
- CM at risk contract amounts, including detail on fees and general conditions;
- ordering of long lead time items;

---

\(^1\) The exempt agencies are the Division of Capital Asset Management (DCAM), Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport), Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA), Massachusetts State College Building Authority (MSCBA), and University of Massachusetts Building Authority (UMBA).

\(^2\) Although the MSCBA is an exempt agency, the MSCBA has not used the M.G.L. c. 149A process to date. Chapter 193 of the Acts of 2004 amended Chapter 703 of the Acts of 1963 to include nine sections authorizing the MSCBA to select the CM at risk project designer and the CM at risk firm using a “single selection method,” which is a process by which a designer and a CM at risk firm respond jointly as a team to an RFQ and an RFP for CM at risk services and are evaluated by the MSCBA as a team. Because the CM at risk projects undertaken by the MSCBA have been procured pursuant to the single selection procedures prescribed in the above legislation, and not pursuant to the selection procedures required by M.G.L. c. 149A, the surveys and interviews conducted for this review excluded the CM at risk projects undertaken by the MSCBA.
• trade contractor bidding and performance of trade and nontrade subcontract work by CM at risk firms;
• early construction work undertaken prior to execution of a guaranteed maximum price (GMP) amendment;
• the GMP amendment, the GMP contingency, and subsequent changes to the GMP;
• owner’s project manager (OPM) and design contract amounts and payments;
• scheduled and, if applicable, actual substantial and final completion dates; and
• legal disputes, including claims, direct payment claims, bid protests, and litigation.

A copy of the online survey instrument is provided in Appendix B of this report.

The second survey instrument was a trade contract spreadsheet. For each trade contract on the project, the spreadsheet solicited information about the trade contractor RFQ (when issued, number of responses, and number of prequalified firms), bids (number of bids and whether the contract was awarded to the low bidder), CM at risk firm participation (whether or not the CM at risk firm submitted a bid and won the contract), and price (original and current trade contract price).

The third survey instrument collected information about the implementation of minority business enterprise (MBE) and women business enterprise (WBE) participation goals in the design and CM at risk contracts awarded by a select group of nine public owners that were interviewed during the course of the study.

All three survey instruments were submitted to DCAM officials for comment, and the first two surveys were pretested by representatives of the City of Worcester, which had completed the Union Station Parking Garage for the Worcester Redevelopment Authority (WRA) using the M.G.L. c. 149A CM at risk process. Following the pretest, some questions were added and some changes were made for clarity. In addition, representatives of the Public Construction Reform Task Force were given a copy of the first two survey instruments in advance of the focus group interview with Task Force representatives, discussed below.

The first and second survey instruments were distributed by the OIG in September 2008 to the public owners that had undertaken M.G.L. c. 149A projects. The OIG also requested that the public owners submit copies of their contracts with OPMs, designers, and CM at risk firms. In some instances, it was necessary to contact public owners to follow up on the status of responses and to obtain corrections and clarifications. Most responses were received in September 2008; one public owner provided the requested information in May 2009. The third survey instrument was distributed by the OIG in June 2009.

Focus Group Interview

On August 21, 2008, the OIG convened a meeting of representatives of agencies, organizations, and associations that had participated in the Public Construction Reform Task Force as well
representatives of the Office of the Attorney General. The agencies, organizations, and associations represented at the meeting were as follows:

- Senator Bruce Tarr
- A representative from Representative Barry Finegold’s office
- Office of the Inspector General
- Office of the Attorney General
- DCAM
- Associated General Contractors
- Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts
- Massachusetts Building Trades
- Boston Society of Architects
- American Council of Engineering Companies

Public Owner Interviews

Detailed project interviews were conducted with representatives of nine public owners: six municipalities, a Commonwealth charter school, DCAM, and Massport. These nine owners were selected for detailed, in-person interviews based upon the status of their projects as reported in the public owners’ survey responses. City of Worcester officials were interviewed regarding the WRA’s Union Station Parking Garage project in August 2008. Six other project interviews were conducted during the period of December 2008 and January 2009. Representatives of Massport, which submitted a completed survey for one project, were interviewed in January 2009. Representatives of DCAM, which submitted completed surveys for 12 CM at risk projects, were interviewed in August 2008 and in June 2009. Table 1, below, lists the public owners for which representatives were interviewed for this study. In some cases, the owners elected to have the project OPMs conduct the interviews or participate in the interviews. In this report, references to “representatives” of public owners interviewed for this study include all individuals, including OPMs, who participated in the interviews on behalf of the owners.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Owner</th>
<th>Project(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School</td>
<td>High school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Newton</td>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Quincy</td>
<td>New Quincy High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Salem</td>
<td>Salem High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Taunton</td>
<td>High School/Middle School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester Redevelopment Authority</td>
<td>Union Station parking garage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massport</td>
<td>Pump station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAM</td>
<td>12 projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Comparison of Design-Bid-Build and CM at Risk

Design-bid-build is a well established project delivery method that requires the design and construction stages of a construction project to proceed sequentially. Under the design-bid-build delivery method, the owner completes the project design, solicits competitive bids from general contractors on the completed design, and selects the qualified general contractor submitting the lowest bid to complete the construction work. The general contractor’s bid includes the cost of all work performed by project subcontractors and the general contractor is responsible for the performance of all subcontractors. The owner executes a lump-sum contract with the selected general contractor; change orders resulting from scope changes and unanticipated site conditions encountered during construction may increase the final contract cost.

Under the CM at risk method, the owner typically selects the CM at risk firm, which will later serve as the project general contractor, at the outset of or early in the design stage. Because the CM at risk firm assumes a dual role of construction manager and general contractor, the CM at risk delivery method is sometimes referred to as “CM/GC.” After conducting a selection process that focuses on qualifications and fees, the owner executes an initial CM at risk contract with the selected CM at risk firm. As the design progresses, the CM at risk firm provides construction management services, such as constructability reviews of the design, construction scheduling, and project cost estimates, to the owner. At some point during the design stage, the owner and the CM at risk firm negotiate a guaranteed maximum price (GMP) for the project. When the contract is amended to include the GMP, the CM at risk contract becomes a cost-plus contract with a GMP, and the CM at risk firm assumes responsibility for the performance of the work, including the work performed by project subcontractors. The owner pays the CM at risk firm the actual cost of the work plus the agreed-upon CM at risk fee up to the GMP; change orders resulting from scope changes and unanticipated site conditions encountered during construction may increase the final contract cost.

M.G.L. c. 149 and M.G.L. c. 149A: Major Differences

This remainder of this section provides an overview of the major differences between the design-bid-build contracting procedures required by M.G.L. c. 149 and the CM at risk contracting procedures required by M.G.L. c. 149A. More detail on the requirements of each statute is provided in the Inspector General’s manual on Designing and Constructing Public Facilities, available at http://www.mass.gov/ig/publ/dcmanual.pdf.

Dollar Thresholds

Building construction contracts subject to M.G.L. c. 149 are subject to differing competitive procurement requirements depending upon the estimated cost of the contract. Contracts estimated to cost less than $10,000 must be procured by soliciting three written quotations, contract estimated to cost at least $10,000 but not more than $25,000 must be procured through a public notification process, contracts estimated to cost not less than $25,000 but not
more than $100,000 must be procured in accordance with the competitive sealed bidding
procedures of M.G.L. c. 30, §39M, and contracts estimated to cost more than $100,000 must be
procured through a competitive sealed bidding process that requires subcontractors to file sub-
bids for certain subtrades. The following discussion of M.G.L. c. 149 requirements in this
section applies to contracts estimated to cost more than $100,000.

The CM at risk contracting procedures contained in M.G.L. c. 149A may be used by public
agencies in Massachusetts only for building construction contracts estimated to cost $5 million
or more.

**OIG Approval**

All public agencies in Massachusetts with the exception of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority are subject to the competitive provisions of M.G.L. c. 149 when
procuring contracts of all dollar amounts for the construction, reconstruction, installation,
demolition, maintenance or repair of any building. No approval is required to use the
procedures of M.G.L. c. 149.

Before undertaking a CM at risk building project, M.G.L. c. 149A requires public agencies to
submit a detailed application to proceed to the OIG; M.G.L. c. 149A sets forth criteria for the
OIG’s authorization to use CM at risk in the form of a notice to proceed. This requirement was
incorporated into M.G.L. c. 149A at the recommendation of members of the Construction
Reform Task Force. Because the CM at risk method is markedly different from the traditional
design-bid-build method required by M.G.L. c. 149, these members recommended that the OIG
be assigned responsibility for assessing whether public agencies seeking to use the CM at risk
method possess the requisite knowledge and capacity to undertake a CM at risk project. As
previously noted, DCAM, Massport, MWRA, MSCBA, and UMBA are exempt from the
requirement to apply to the OIG for authorization to use CM at risk on a building project.
However, each exempt agency must submit its procedures for the procurement and use of CM
at risk services to the OIG annually for review and approval. The OIG must approve the
procedures if the OIG determines that they comply with the requirements of M.G.L. c. 149A.4

**Project Design**

Both M.G.L. c. 149 and M.G.L. c. 149A require the preparation by a registered designer of fully
detailed plans, drawn to minimum scale, and specifications. Massachusetts jurisdictions are
required to comply with the competitive selection procedures of the designer selection law,
M.G.L. c. 7, §§38A½-O, when selecting project designers for building projects. For cities and
towns, the designer selection law applies when the construction project is estimated to cost
more than $100,000 and the design fee is estimated to be $10,000 or more;4 for state agencies,
independent state authorities, and Commonwealth charter schools, the designer selection law

---


4 The design fee threshold is cited in “Designer Selection Board Guidelines for City and Town Building Projects,”
issued by the Designer Selection Board in December 2008.
applies when the construction project is estimated to cost $100,000 or more and the design fee is $10,000 or more.

On a M.G.L. c. 149 project, the general contractor is not selected until the project design has been completed. The public owner solicits bids on the detailed project plans and specifications and awards the construction contract to the responsible and eligible general contractor submitting the lowest bid. Thus, the general contractor has no role during the design stage.

On a M.G.L. c. 149A project, the CM at risk firm – which will serve as the project general contractor during the construction stage – is selected during the design stage of the project and provides a range of construction management services to the public owner as the design is being developed. According to M.G.L. c. 149A, these services may include cost estimation and consultation regarding the design of the building project, preparation and coordination of bid packages, scheduling, cost control, and value engineering. Thus, the final design may reflect or incorporate substantial input from the CM at risk firm. As previously noted, the general contractor’s involvement in the project design is regarded as a major benefit of the CM at risk method in comparison with design-bid-build.

General Contractor Selection

Under M.G.L. c. 149, the public owner conducts a publicly advertised invitation for bids (IFB) process to select the general contractor. Only general contractors that have been certified by DCAM in the category or categories of work specified by the public owner may bid on a M.G.L. c. 149 contract. The DCAM certification process screens general contractors on the basis of qualifications, past performance on public and private projects, financial condition, bonding capacity, and other factors. The public owner must award the contract to the responsible and eligible bidder submitting the lowest bid on the detailed plans and specifications. A responsible bidder demonstrably possesses the skill, ability, and integrity necessary to faithfully perform the work called for by a particular contract; an eligible bidder meets all M.G.L. c. 149 requirements for bidders.

With the exception of the exempt agencies, public owners are required to use the detailed prequalification procedures found in M.G.L. c. 149, §44D½ to prequalify general contractors to bid on each building project estimated to cost $10 million or more. All public owners may elect to prequalify general contractors using these prequalification procedures for building projects estimated to cost $100,000 or more. Only prequalified general contractors may bid on M.G.L. c. 149 projects for which general contractors have been prequalified under M.G.L. c. 149, §44D½. The prequalification process thus enables public owners to restrict the M.G.L. c. 149 competitive bidding process to general contractors that the public owner has prequalified.

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the public owner conducts a two-phase competition to select the CM at risk firm. The first phase of the competition is a prequalification process based on CM at risk firms’ responses to a publicly advertised request for qualifications (RFQ) issued by the public

---

5 DCAM, Massport, MWRA, MSCBA, and UMBA are exempt from this mandatory general contractor prequalification requirement.
owner. The public owner must prequalify at least three CM at risk firms in order to proceed to
the second phase, which consists of a selection process based on the proposals submitted by
prequalified CM at risk firms in response to a request for proposals (RFP) issued by the public
owner. The proposals are required to contain detailed technical information as well as the CM
at risk firms’ fees for preconstruction and construction services and the CM firms’ estimated
general conditions cost; the proposals do not include construction pricing. Thus, under M.G.L.
c. 149A the public owner selects the CM at risk firm that will later serve as the project general
contractor on the basis of qualifications and proposed fees; the public owner has the discretion
to decide on the relative weights to be accorded to these criteria in the selection of the CM at
risk firm. The initial contract with the CM at risk firm does not contain construction pricing; as
will be discussed, the public owner negotiates the maximum construction price with the
selected CM at risk firm at a later point in the project.

Subcontractor Selection

M.G.L. c. 149 requires a filed sub-bidding process for subcontracts in the 17 sub-trade
categories specified in M.G.L. c. 149, §44F when the subcontract work is estimated to cost more
than $20,000. Sub-bidders submit sub-bids for the work in each filed sub-bid category directly
to the public owner in response to the publicly advertised IFB. Only subcontractors that have
been certified by DCAM in the subtrade for which filed sub-bids are solicited may bid on a
M.G.L. c. 149 subcontract. The DCAM certification process screens subcontractors on the basis
of qualifications, past performance on public and private projects, financial condition, and other
factors. After screening the sub-bidders, the public owner provides a list of eligible sub-bidders
and their sub-bid prices to all interested contractors. Each general contractor submitting a bid
on the M.G.L. c. 149 contract must select, in each subtrade category, the filed sub-bidder that
the general contractor wishes to use and list the selected filed sub-bidders, and their sub-bid
prices, in the statutory bid form submitted to the public owner. General contractors are not
required to take the lowest sub-bid in each subtrade category.7

With the exception of the exempt agencies,8 public owners are required to use the detailed
prequalification procedures found in M.G.L. c. 149, §44D¾ to prequalify subcontractors to
submit sub-bids on each building project estimated to cost $10 million or more, when the
estimated cost of the subcontract work exceeds $20,000. All public owners may elect to
prequalify filed sub-bidders using these prequalification procedures for building projects
estimated to cost $100,000 or more. Only prequalified subcontractors may bid on M.G.L. c. 149
projects for which subcontractors have been prequalified under M.G.L. c. 149, §44D¾. The

---

6 The general conditions cost covers the CM at risk firm’s direct project overhead expenses. M.G.L. c. 149A,
§6(a)(10) requires the owner to include in the CM at risk RFP “a fully developed schedule of cost items listing the
public agency’s determination of what will be considered fee, cost of the work, and general condition[s] items.”

7 M.G.L. c. 149 contains detailed filed sub-bidding rules that are not covered in this brief summary. For example,
filed sub-bidders are allowed to restrict their sub-bids to or from any general contractor, and general contractors
are allowed to submit filed sub-bids if they meet certain M.G.L. c. 149 requirements.

8 DCAM, Massport, MWRA, MSCBA, and UMBA are exempt from this mandatory subcontractor prequalification
requirement.
prequalification process thus enables public owners to restrict the M.G.L. c. 149 filed sub-bid process to subcontractors that the public owner has prequalified. Project subcontractors other than those discussed above are selected by the general contractor. Under M.G.L. c. 149, the general contractor contracts with and is responsible for the work of all subcontractors on the project, including those selected through the filed sub-bid process conducted by the public owner.

M.G.L. c. 149A requires prequalification and bidding of all project subcontracts with an estimated cost that exceeds $20,000. Subcontractors performing subtrade work that would be subject to filed sub-bidding on a M.G.L. c. 149 project are called “trade contractors” on a M.G.L. c. 149A project. M.G.L. c. 149A requires the public owner to conduct a two-phase trade contractor selection process. Trade contractors must first be prequalified through a publicly advertised RFQ process by a trade contractor prequalification committee on which a representative of the CM at risk firm participates; the public owner then solicits competitive bids from prequalified trade contractors and awards each trade contract to the prequalified bidder submitting the lowest bid. The prequalification process undertaken by the trade contractor prequalification committee closely resembles the subcontractor prequalification process required by M.G.L. c. 149, §44D3/4 except that the project CM at risk contractor participates in prequalifying trade contractors on a M.G.L. c. 149A project.

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the CM at risk firm is responsible for prequalifying and obtaining bids from subcontractors for subcontracts that are not trade contracts – that is, contracts that do not fall into any of the 17 filed sub-bid categories identified in M.G.L. c. 149, §44F – and are estimated to cost more than $20,000. The CM at risk firm is first required to draw up a list of the required qualifications for each subcontract and to select three subcontractors that meet the qualifications; after the public owner has approved the required qualifications and the list of three subcontractors, the CM at risk firm invites bids from approved subcontractors, based on detailed bidding information developed by the CM at risk firm. The CM at risk firm then selects a subcontractor and presents the bids and the selection decision to the public owner, along with a written explanation of the reason for the subcontract award. M.G.L. c. 149A requires the public owner to approve the subcontractor selection method used by the CM at risk firm for subcontracts estimated to cost $20,000 or less. As under M.G.L. c. 149, the CM at risk firm on a M.G.L. c. 149A project is responsible for the work of all subcontractors on the project, including those selected through the trade contractor prequalification and bidding process conducted by the public owner.

**Early Construction Packages and Long Lead Time Items**

On a M.G.L. c. 149 project, the public owner typically solicits bids on the completed design and awards a single construction contract to a general contractor. However, it is possible to “fast-track” a M.G.L. c. 149 project by soliciting bids on early construction packages for site work, foundation work, or other project components for which the design is complete. Because M.G.L. c. 149 requires that the lowest responsible and eligible bidder be selected for each contract, the general contractor selected to perform an early construction package may not be the same as the general contractor selected to perform the remaining construction work. Thus,
the decision to issue early construction packages on a M.G.L. c. 149 project is likely to require
the public owner to manage multiple general contractors on the project. Under M.G.L. c. 149,
long lead time items typically are not ordered until the construction stage begins, although the
public owner has the capacity to order long lead time items prior to construction.

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the public owner selects and contracts with the CM at risk firm on the
basis of qualifications and fees before the design is completed. The CM at risk firm is the
general contractor for all construction work; thus, early construction packages can be
undertaken as soon as the design for each package is complete. Rather than soliciting bids
from general contractors on each early construction package, the public owner amends the
existing contract with the CM at risk firm to include the cost of the early construction work, the
general conditions cost, and any additional CM at risk fee. Early construction packages are
subject to the M.G.L. c. 149A trade contractor prequalification and bidding process discussed in
the previous section. The CM at risk firm’s early involvement in the project also facilitates the
ordering of long lead time items by the CM at risk firm.

Construction Price

On a M.G.L. c. 149 project, the public owner pays the general contractor a lump-sum price
comprised of the general contractor’s bid price plus the cost of approved change orders. The
initial construction price is established through the competitive IFB process, which requires the
public owner to award the construction contract to the responsible and eligible bidder
submitting the lowest bid. Change orders approved by the public owner during the
construction stage amend the construction contract and may increase the contract price. For
example, the public owner is required to make an equitable adjustment in the contract price
when site conditions differ substantially or materially from the conditions indicated in the
construction plans or contract documents.9 Owner-generated design changes and incomplete
or flawed plans and specifications may also warrant change orders that increase the contract
price.

On a M.G.L. c. 149A project, the construction price paid by the public owner consists of the
actual cost of the construction work, a general conditions amount negotiated with the CM at
risk firm, and the CM at risk firm’s fee for preconstruction and construction services; the price
paid by the public owner cannot exceed the GMP negotiated with the CM at risk firm. The
initial GMP, which becomes an amendment to the public owner’s contract with the CM at risk
firm, is negotiated when the project design reaches the level of completion specified in the
public owner’s RFP for CM at risk services; M.G.L. c. 149A provides that the design documents
must be at least 60 percent complete when the GMP amendment is executed. The GMP
includes the actual cost of any early construction packages, the CM at risk firm’s general
conditions and fees, the CM at risk firm’s contingency, a detailed line-item cost breakdown by

9 M.G.L. c. 30, §39N requires owners to make equitable adjustments to the contract price if, during the progress of
the work, the contractor or the awarding authority discovers that the actual subsurface or latent physical
conditions encountered at the site differ substantially or materially from those shown on the plans or indicated in
the contract documents.
trade, and any allowances. The GMP amendment also includes other information, such as a list of all drawings, specifications, assumptions, and clarifications on which the GMP is based and the substantial and final completion dates on which the GMP is based.

As on a M.G.L. c. 149 contract, approved change orders may increase the construction price to the public owner of a M.G.L. c. 149A contract. For example, the public owner is required to make an equitable adjustment in the contract price when site conditions differ substantially or materially from the conditions indicated in the construction plans or contract documents. Owner-generated design changes and incomplete or flawed plans and specifications may also lead to change orders that increase the GMP for the construction work on a CM at risk project. When the public owner approves a change order increasing the construction price, the price of the change order is usually added to the negotiated GMP. Thus, the initial GMP negotiated with the CM at risk firm may increase during the course of the project.

As previously discussed, the GMP is not a lump-sum construction price; it is a maximum price for an agreed-upon scope of work. The public owner’s actual payments to the CM at risk firm consist of reimbursements for the actual cost of the work performed by trade contractors and other subcontractors; the negotiated general conditions amount; and the CM at risk firm’s fee. If the sum of these amounts equals or exceeds the GMP, the public owner will pay the CM at risk firm the full amount of the GMP. If the sum of these amounts is lower than the GMP, the public owner will pay only the amounts owed; the CM at risk firm is not entitled to any portion of the “savings” between the actual amount owed and the GMP unless the contract includes an incentive provision allowing the CM at risk firm to share in these savings. M.G.L. c. 149A restricts any contract incentives to no more than one percent of the estimated construction cost.

Allowances

Allowances in construction contracts are dollar amounts, established by the owner, intended to cover unpredictable or unknown cost items. The owner, rather than the general contractor, bears the risk of the cost of items designated as allowances: if the actual cost of an allowance item is less than the amount included in the contract, the owner pays only the actual cost; if the actual cost exceeds the dollar amount included in the contract for that item, the owner is responsible for paying the additional cost.

M.G.L. c. 149 prohibits the use of allowances, defined as “a sum of money covering one or more items of labor or labor and materials which is designated in bid documents and which general bidders are required to use in computing their bids,” in the award of any contract subject to the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149, §44A. M.G.L. c. 149 further states:

Whenever the designer is unable to supply specifications for any item prior to the solicitation of bids, such item shall not be included in any contract subject to

10 M.G.L. c. 149A contracts are subject to the requirements of M.G.L. c. 30, §39N.

11 M.G.L. c. 149, §44G(a).
the provisions of section forty-four A. The awarding authority shall solicit bids for
every such item separately pursuant to the provisions of section forty-four A
after specifications for that item are prepared.12

By contrast, M.G.L. c. 149A explicitly permits the use of allowances: the GMP amendment must
include “a list of allowances and statement of their basis.”13

Bonding Requirements

M.G.L. c. 149 requires the selected general contractor (on contracts estimated to cost more
than $100,000) to furnish performance and payment bonds, each in the amount of 100 percent
of the contract price, after receiving the contract from the public owner. On M.G.L. c. 149
contracts requiring contractor and subcontractor prequalification, filed sub-bidders are
required to furnish the general contractor with performance and payment bonds, each in the
amount of 100 percent of the subcontract price, after receiving the subcontracts from the
general contractor.

M.G.L. c. 149A requires the CM at risk firm to furnish performance and payment bonds, each in
the amount of 100 percent of the GMP, after executing the GMP amendment to the contract
with the public owner; trade contractors are required to furnish performance and payment
bonds, each in the amount of 100 percent of the trade contract price, after receiving the trade
contractor agreement from the CM at risk firm. In addition, CM at risk projects undertaken
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 149A are subject to M.G.L. c. 149, §29, which requires the construction
contractor to provide the public owner with a payment bond in the amount of at least 50
percent of the contract price.

Contract Negotiation and Financial Oversight by the Public Owner

On a M.G.L. c. 149 contract, the public owner’s contract negotiations with the general
contractor are typically limited to negotiation of change orders during the construction stage.
By contrast, M.G.L. c. 149A requires the public owner to negotiate the non-fee terms of the CM
at risk contract, including the general conditions payment to the CM at risk firm; the GMP; and
any changes to the GMP requested by the CM at risk firm as a consequence of changes to the
design as it progresses, differing site conditions encountered during construction, or other
circumstances for which the public owner bears the risk. In addition, unlike the lump-sum form
of contract required by M.G.L. c. 149, the cost-plus not to exceed GMP form of contract is a
cost reimbursement contract that requires the public owner to monitor and audit all project
costs throughout the project through an “open book process.” Thus, a M.G.L. c. 149A contract
typically requires more ongoing owner involvement and financial oversight than does a M.G.L.
c. 149 contract.

12 M.G.L. c. 149, §44G(a).
13 M.G.L. c. 149A, §7(b)(4).
Findings

Public Owner Use of CM at Risk under M.G.L. c. 149A

1. From January 1, 2005 through August 2008, 14 public owners had undertaken 26 construction projects using the M.G.L. c. 149A CM at risk process. The projects were at various stages of execution, and four had reached substantial or final completion. Ten projects reported GMPs that ranged from $7.7 million to $162.8 million and altogether totaled over half a billion dollars.

This study examines the use of CM at risk in Massachusetts under M.G.L. c. 149A. In the period covering January 1, 2005, when M.G.L. c. 149A took effect, through August 2008, when the projects for this study were identified, a total of 26 CM at risk projects had been undertaken under the M.G.L. c. 149A process. As shown in Figure 1, below, one-half of the 26 projects were under the control of local owners (including municipalities, a municipal redevelopment authority, and a Commonwealth charter school); 12 others were state projects under the control of the DCAM; and one project was under the control of Massport, a state authority.

Figure 1: Public Owners Undertaking CM at Risk Projects
January 2005 – August 2008

According to the survey data reported by public owners in September 2008 with respect to the date on which the owners issued RFQs for CM at risk services, four of the CM at risk projects were undertaken in 2005, nine in 2006, six in 2007, and seven in 2008 through August, as

As noted in the methodology section of this report, the projects included in this study were identified using the list of projects approved by the OIG as well as project data reported by DCAM and Massport in response to the study survey.
shown in Figure 2, below. No additional projects had received approval from the OIG to use CM at risk as of August 2008.

As shown in Table 2, below, 13 projects were undertaken by local owners, 12 projects were undertaken by DCAM, and one project was undertaken by Massport. City of Worcester employees served as OPM on two projects: a Worcester high school project and a parking garage project undertaken on behalf of the Worcester Redevelopment Authority. The 26 projects included new construction and renovation of a variety of facilities, including schools, airports, courthouses, higher education facilities, a hospital, and other facilities.

Table 2 indicates the status of each project. At the time of the survey, four projects had issued RFPs for CM at risk services but had not completed the selection process. CM at risk firms were under contract for all of the remaining 22 projects, GMP amendments had been executed for 11 of the 22 projects, and four of the 22 projects had reached substantial or final completion.

---

15 Massport provided survey data on one project, a pump station replacement project that was under construction at the time that Massport representatives were interviewed for this study. Massport representatives interviewed for this study also commented on two additional projects, each of which was in the preconstruction stage: one project involved Terminal E, and the other project involved the Terminal B parking garage. This study focused principally on the pump station project for which survey data were provided.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Owner</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Guaranteed Maximum Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>$7,777,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable Municipal Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal, roadways, and parking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Malden</td>
<td>Malden High School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Authority of Milford</td>
<td>Building modernization</td>
<td>$22,674,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal</td>
<td>$162,764,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Newton</td>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
<td>$99,083,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Northampton</td>
<td>Police facility</td>
<td>$54,582,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Quincy</td>
<td>New Quincy High School</td>
<td>$17,458,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Salem</td>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Springfield</td>
<td>Vocational Technical High School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Taunton</td>
<td>High School/Middle School</td>
<td>$88,467,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Worcester</td>
<td>North High School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>Union Station parking garage</td>
<td>$13,180,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massport</td>
<td>Pump station replacement</td>
<td>$9,490,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAM</td>
<td>Phase II Expansion Fire Academy</td>
<td>$34,225,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Psychiatric Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worcester State College Administration Building Renovations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | New Taunton Trial Court | *
| | State House Roof Replacement and Exterior Repairs | |
| | Marshall Conant Science Building Modernization and Expansion | |
| | New Fall River Courthouse | |
| | Health and Wellness Center Bunker Hill Community College | |
| | J. Michael Ruane Judicial Center Wall Experiment Station Renovations | |
| | Cronin Skating Rink | $13,180,017 |
| | Ely Library/Campus Center Accessibility Upgrades | $9,490,000 |
| **Total** | | $509,703,282 |

* GMP information was not provided for this project.
The survey responses for ten of the 11 projects for which a GMP amendment had been executed reported the original GMP and, if the GMP had changed as the project progressed, the current GMP as of the date of the survey responses. The current GMPS for the ten projects totaled $509.7 million – over half a billion dollars. The average project GMP for the ten projects was approximately $51 million; the project GMPS ranged from $7.8 million for the Milford geriatric facility to $162.8 million for Newton North High School. Of course, the final GMPS for these projects may have changed since the survey responses were prepared and, for those not yet completed, are subject to change in the future.

Table 3, below, provides selected project costs for the ten projects for which GMP amendments had been executed. For each project, the costs shown in the table, as of the date that the survey response was submitted, include the current GMP, the owner contingency, the OPM contract amount, and the design contract amount. The table provides some information about the magnitude of the CM at risk projects listed, but the information should be interpreted with caution for two reasons. First, the information represents contract costs and contingencies at the time of the survey responses, and the amounts may have been adjusted since the survey responses were prepared. Second, the costs do not represent total project costs: for example, they do not include staff costs (including the costs incurred by the City of Worcester and DCAM for project OPM services provided by in-house staff), legal costs, and other consulting costs and fees that were paid as direct project expenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Guaranteed Maximum Price</th>
<th>Owner Contingency</th>
<th>OPM Contract Cost</th>
<th>Design Contract Cost</th>
<th>Project Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milford Geriatric Authority Building modernization</td>
<td>$7,777,171</td>
<td>$192,000</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
<td>$8,349,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Airport terminal</td>
<td>$22,674,708</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$683,314</td>
<td>$2,972,000</td>
<td>$27,330,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
<td>$162,764,808</td>
<td>$5,000,000</td>
<td>$4,019,429</td>
<td>$15,373,000</td>
<td>$187,157,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Quincy High School</td>
<td>$99,083,414</td>
<td>$6,116,799</td>
<td>$3,653,361</td>
<td>$8,875,575</td>
<td>$117,729,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td>$54,582,078</td>
<td>$568,887</td>
<td>$2,472,971</td>
<td>$4,111,067</td>
<td>$61,735,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taunton High School /Middle School</td>
<td>$88,467,267</td>
<td>$3,000,000</td>
<td>$2,564,317</td>
<td>$9,506,400</td>
<td>$103,537,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester Union Station parking garage</td>
<td>$17,458,142</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$454,600</td>
<td>$18,212,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II Expansion Fire Academy</td>
<td>$34,225,677</td>
<td>$1,860,732</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$2,000,000</td>
<td>$38,086,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronin Skating Rink</td>
<td>$13,180,017</td>
<td>$1,031,773</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$650,000</td>
<td>$14,861,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ely Library/Campus Center Accessibility Upgrades</td>
<td>$9,490,000</td>
<td>$796,885</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$640,000</td>
<td>$10,926,885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Worcester and DCAM employed staff OPMs on these projects.
OPM and Designer Selection and Contracting Practices

M.G.L. 149A requires that each public owner procure or otherwise employ the services of an OPM before procuring the services of a designer on a CM at risk project. Public owners that are required to obtain authorization from the OIG to use the CM at risk method for their projects must acquire the services of both the OPM and the designer before submitting an application to the OIG.17

OPM Selection and Contracting Practices

2. The majority of public owners interviewed for this study contracted with private firms with CM at risk experience to provide OPM services. Half of the OPM contracts contained detailed scope requirements pertaining to the use of CM at risk, and half did not.

The documents provided by the nine public owners interviewed for this study showed that six owners contracted with private firms to provide OPM services in connection with their CM at risk projects. Three owners, including DCAM and Massport, assigned in-house staff to serve as the project OPMs.

All six owners that contracted for OPM services reported that they had selected OPM firms with CM at risk experience. Of these, three executed contracts with the selected firms containing detailed scope requirements reflecting the CM at risk-related tasks to be performed by the OPM. The other three owners had contracted with the OPM firms well before deciding to apply to the OIG for authorization to use the CM at risk method for the projects; the selected OPMs had advocated successfully for the use of CM at risk to deliver the projects. The contracts with the OPMs executed by these three owners referenced the CM at risk method but did not contain detailed scope requirements reflecting the tasks relating to CM at risk to be performed by the OPM.

Designer Selection and Contracting Practices

3. All public owners interviewed for this study contracted with private firms to provide design services; the majority reported that the selected designers had CM at risk experience. Two-thirds of the design contracts contained detailed scope requirements pertaining to the use of CM at risk, and one-third did not.

The documents provided by and interviews conducted with the nine public owners showed that all contracted with private designers to provide design services in connection with their CM at risk projects. The majority contracted with their designers after deciding to use the CM at risk method, selected designers with previous CM at risk experience, and incorporated explicit

---

16 M.G.L. c. 149, §44A½ identifies the required qualifications of the OPM as well as the OPM’s duties. The OPM must be independent of the designer, the general contractor, or any subcontractor involved in the project.

17 M.G.L. c. 149A, §3.
provisions into their contracts with the selected designers enumerating the designer’s responsibilities in assisting the owner with specific project tasks required by M.G.L. c. 149A. However, representatives of most of these owners indicated in interviews that their plans to use CM at risk did not significantly influence their designer selection decisions.

Three owners contracted with their designers well before deciding to use the CM at risk method and did not amend the design contracts to include explicit CM at risk-related provisions. In two of these cases, the designer did not have previous CM at risk experience.

**CM at Risk Projects and Procedures Approved by the OIG**

As previously discussed, M.G.L. c. 149A requires most public agencies to apply to the OIG for a notice to proceed to use CM at risk for a specific project. M.G.L. c. 149A requires that the public agency procure or otherwise employ the services of an OPM and procure the services of a designer for the CM at risk project before submitting a CM at risk application to the OIG. The OIG’s application, entitled *Procedures Relative to Receiving a Notice to Proceed to Use Construction Management at Risk Services*, requires applicants to submit detailed information regarding the project for which CM at risk authorization is requested and the applicant’s capacity to procure and manage the CM at risk services required by the project. Five agencies—DCAM, Massport, MWRA, MSCBA, and UMBA—are exempt from the requirement for project-by-project approval but must obtain from the OIG annual approval of their CM at risk procedures.

4. As of August 2008, OIG had issued notices to proceed for 13 CM at risk projects and had approved CM at risk procedures submitted by three exempt agencies. The approved projects had a combined estimated construction cost of approximately $608 million. The applications submitted to the OIG cited a variety of reasons for using CM at risk. Public owners are generally satisfied with the OIG application process.

As of August 2008, the OIG had approved 13 applications for CM at risk projects. The OIG had also approved CM at risk procedures for implementing M.G.L. c. 149A submitted by DCAM, Massport, and UMBA.

Table 4, below, lists all public owners that submitted applications, the CM at risk projects for which they sought notices to proceed, and the status of the applications as of August 2008. The OIG had received a total of 16 applications. The total estimated construction cost for all of the projects, as reported by the owners, was approximately $735 million. As of August 2008, one application had been withdrawn by the owner, and two applications were pending. The total estimated construction cost for the 13 approved projects was approximately $608 million.

---

18 One applicant, the Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission, actually submitted two applications for the same project. The second application was submitted because of scope changes in the project plan; the estimated construction cost remained the same and the Commission had already contracted with a CM at risk firm. OIG decided that the Commission could continue under the first notice to proceed, so the two applications are counted in this report as one.
### Table 4. Applications to OIG For Notice to Proceed With a CM at Risk Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Owner</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Application Status</th>
<th>Estimated Construction Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Approved May 2008</td>
<td>$10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashburnham</td>
<td>Public Safety Facility</td>
<td>Withdrawn August 2005</td>
<td>$5,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable Municipal Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal, roadways, and parking</td>
<td>Approved May 2007</td>
<td>$25,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Malden</td>
<td>Malden High School</td>
<td>Approved January 2008</td>
<td>$56,318,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Authority of Milford</td>
<td>Building modernization</td>
<td>Approved October 2005</td>
<td>$5,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal</td>
<td>Approved November 2005</td>
<td>$22,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town of Nantucket</td>
<td>Public safety building</td>
<td>Pending</td>
<td>$27,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Newton</td>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
<td>Approved July 2006</td>
<td>$115,261,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Northampton</td>
<td>Police facility</td>
<td>Approved February 2008</td>
<td>$11,600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town of Norwood</td>
<td>Norwood High School</td>
<td>Pending</td>
<td>$72,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Quincy</td>
<td>New Quincy High School</td>
<td>Approved December 2006</td>
<td>$108,466,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Salem</td>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td>Approved April 2005</td>
<td>$35,381,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Springfield</td>
<td>Vocational Technical High School</td>
<td>Approved April 2008</td>
<td>$95,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Taunton</td>
<td>High School/Middle School</td>
<td>Approved November 2007</td>
<td>$83,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Worcester</td>
<td>North High School</td>
<td>Approved November 2007</td>
<td>$51,420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester Redevelopment Authority</td>
<td>Union Station parking garage</td>
<td>Approved March 2006</td>
<td>$10,652,316</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** $735,199,675  
**Total Approved** $607,899,675

Records maintained by the OIG indicate that the OIG worked with prospective applicants to help them understand potential issues and application requirements, and worked with owners that had submitted applications to clarify information in the applications or to obtain additional information.
information. In most instances the OIG sought and obtained greater detail on the qualifications, roles, and responsibilities of OPMs and designers listed in the applications.

Owner Perspectives on the OIG Application Review

All owner representatives interviewed for this study who were familiar with the OIG application process for their CM at risk projects\(^\text{19}\) expressed satisfaction with the application process. Some owner representatives characterized the process as straightforward, user-friendly, and reasonable; one owner representative noted that the OIG had provided helpful comments on the owner’s preliminary application. None of those interviewed recommended changes to the application process.

Reasons for Use of CM at Risk Cited in Owner Applications

Consistent with the requirements of M.G.L. c. 149A, the OIG’s application for authorization to use the construction management at risk method requires applicants to submit a written determination that the use of CM at risk services is appropriate for the building project as well as the reasons for the determination. The 13 CM at risk applications submitted to and approved by the OIG as of August 2008 indicated that the owners had selected the CM at risk method for their projects for a variety of reasons. The most frequently cited reasons, which overlap in some respects, were as follows.

**Anticipated schedule benefits.** The majority of owners indicated that they anticipated that use of the CM at risk method would result in time savings resulting from the ability to order long lead time items early in the project, the ability to undertake phased construction, the constructability reviews by the CM at risk firm, and reduced change orders and associated delays.

**Ability to select the contractor based on qualifications as well as fee.** The increased focus on contractor qualifications in the selection process required by M.G.L. c. 149A was the second most frequently cited reason for using the CM at risk method; owners noted that their projects required highly skilled contractors and that some desirable contractors were unlikely to bid on the projects if procured using M.G.L. c. 149.

**Contractor input into the design.** Owners cited the beneficial effect on the project quality of the value engineering and constructability advice provided by the CM at risk firm during the design stage. One owner embarking on a renovation project noted that the CM at risk process, unlike the M.G.L. c. 149 bid process, would give the contractor an understanding of the design documents.

\(^{19}\) The representatives of one owner interviewed were not on staff or under contract at the time that the owner applied to the OIG and were unable to comment on the application process.
**Anticipated logistical benefits.** The need to manage complex phasing and operational issues on projects with aggressive schedules was another reason cited by multiple owners for using the CM at risk method.

**Contractor input into the selection of trade contractors.** Several owners indicated that they expected the CM at risk firm’s advice regarding the prequalification of trade contractors to benefit their projects by improving the project quality and reducing the number of change orders.

**Coordination and collaboration among participants.** Several owners expected the CM at risk firm’s participation in the design reviews and selection of trade contractors to foster a team approach to the project and a team dialogue among the project participants: in particular, among the owner, the designer, and the contractor.

**Ability to negotiate the GMP.** Several owners regarded the ability to negotiate a GMP for the project as an important benefit that would reduce the cost uncertainty associated with bidding and ensure that the owner paid only the actual cost of the work plus the agreed-upon fee.

**Anticipated cost savings.** While most owners did not cite cost savings as an anticipated benefit of using the CM at risk method, two owners indicated that they did expect cost savings to result from the schedule savings afforded by CM at risk and from the coordination and management provided by the CM at risk firm.

**Approved Agency Procedures for M.G.L. c. 149A Projects**

DCAM’s OIG-approved procedures as of August 2008 contained detailed procedural requirements beyond those contained in M.G.L. c. 149A for procuring project services. These requirements included the following:

- A CM at risk proposal submission requirement of a bid security in the amount of five percent of the estimated construction cost of the project as determined by DCAM and provided in the RFP.
- Submission by CM at risk firms of separate sealed fee/cost and technical proposals.
- A procedure for rating the technical CM at risk proposals, consideration of the CM at risk fee/cost proposals, and ranking of the proposals in view of both the technical ratings and the fee/cost proposals.
- A requirement that the selected CM at risk firm provide performance and payment bonds, each in the amount of 100 percent of the estimated construction cost of the project, with provisions to increase the sum of each bond by the amount of any construction work performed prior to the execution of the GMP amendment. When
GMP amendment is executed, performance and payment bonds, each in the amount of 100 percent of the GMP, are substituted for the initial bonds.

- A procedure for returning the bid security to each proposer after the CM at risk contract is executed.
- A procedure to be followed if fewer than three trade contractors for a particular trade are prequalified.\(^{20}\)

Massport’s OIG-approved procedures as of August 2008 included the following procedural requirements beyond those contained in M.G.L. c. 149A:

- A requirement contained in the CM at risk RFQ that respondents provide a bid bond in the amount of five percent of the construction estimate, if it is deemed necessary.
- A requirement that the CM at risk RFQ remind firms that notarizing a document does not take the place of signing under the pains and penalties of perjury.\(^{21}\)
- Inclusion in the RFP of a schedule of cost items, including Massport’s estimate of the fee, the cost of the work, and the cost of general conditions.
- Procedures for the return of bid bonds of CM at risk firms that were not prequalified after the prequalification process is completed and of prequalified CM at risk firms after the CM at risk contract is executed or the CM at risk process is cancelled.

UMBA’s OIG-approved procedures as of August 2008 included the following procedural requirements beyond those contained in M.G.L. c. 149A:

- Requirements that the CM at risk RFQ and the trade contractor RFQ inform applicants that notarizing a document is not the same as signing a document under the pains and penalties of perjury and that notarizing the statement of qualifications does not satisfy the mandatory requirement that the statement of qualifications be signed under the pains and penalties of perjury.
- A provision allowing the UMBA to establish maximum CM at risk fees for project preconstruction and construction services.
- A requirement that, if the CM at risk firm submits a bid to self-perform non-trade subcontract work, all bids shall be transmitted to the UMBA’s project manager.

\(^{20}\) Although M.G.L. c. 149A does not require prequalification of at least three trade contractors for each trade contract, M.G.L. c. 149 does contain such a requirement as well as procedures to be followed if fewer than three trade contractors are prequalified. The procedures contained in DCAM’s approved procedures are similar to those found in M.G.L. c. 149.

\(^{21}\) M.G.L. c. 149A, §5 requires CM at risk firms responding to the RFQ to sign their statements of qualifications under the pains and penalties of perjury.
CM at Risk Firm Selection Process

M.G.L. c. 149A requires public owners to undertake a two-phase process for selecting the CM at risk firm. The first phase consists of an advertised RFQ process administered by a prequalification committee, the membership of which is prescribed by M.G.L. c. 149A. M.G.L. c. 149A contains detailed requirements governing the content of the RFQ issued by the public owner as well as the information that must be provided by CM at risk firms responding to the RFQ. The prequalification committee must select at least three qualified CM at risk firms to receive the RFP for CM at risk services. The second phase consists of the RFP process, which is administered by a selection committee, the membership requirements for which are the same as those for the prequalification committee. M.G.L. c. 149A contains detailed requirements governing the content of the RFP and the technical and price information that must be provided in the proposals submitted by prequalified CM at risk firms in the second phase of the selection process; however, owners are free to devise their own evaluation criteria and procedures. The price component of each proposal is required to include the fee for preconstruction services, with appropriate detail; the fee for construction services, with explanation of the basis; and the estimated cost of general conditions, with appropriate detail.

The selection committee is required to evaluate all proposals in accordance with the RFP criteria, to enter into non-fee negotiations with the highest-ranked firm, and to award the contract with the highest-ranked firm with which the selection committee is able to negotiate an acceptable contract. The fees proposed by competing firms are not negotiable.

Public owners interviewed for this study praised the two-phase process required by M.G.L. c. 149A for prequalifying and selecting the CM at risk firm. One owner representative expressed the view that the M.G.L. c. 149A process is superior to that required by M.G.L. c. 149 because it enables the owner to make an informed selection considering fees, general conditions, and interview information. Another stated that the value of the M.G.L. c. 149A process was that the owner was able to choose the general contractor rather than being saddled with the low bidder under M.G.L. c. 149. A third stated that the process had worked well for this owner but noted that most municipalities lack the necessary expertise and resources to make the process work well.

DCAM representatives interviewed estimated that the process of selecting a CM at risk firm takes 16 weeks; they noted that the reference checking requirements of M.G.L. c. 149A are extensive. However, they also stated that DCAM has adopted a policy to the effect that if a CM at risk firm has been prequalified within the last six months, DCAM does not call the same references again when prequalifying the firm for a new project; instead, DCAM relies on the references kept on file.
Competitive Environment

6. Survey data and interviews with public owners indicate that competition from CM at risk firms for M.G.L. c. 149A projects has been mixed, although there are indications that competition has recently increased. Approximately half of the public owners interviewed, including DCAM and Massport, have been satisfied with the competition for their CM at risk contracts. Public owners are generally satisfied with the caliber of the CM at risk firms that have competed for their contracts.

The competitive environment for CM at risk contracts has varied on the M.G.L. c. 149A projects for which survey data were analyzed. Table 5, below, shows the median number of responses to each RFQ, the median number of CM at risk firms prequalified for each project, and the median number of prequalified firms submitting proposals for each CM at risk contract, as reported by survey respondents. As the table shows, CM at risk firms had been prequalified through the RFQ process on 26 projects. On these projects, the median number of RFQ responses to each RFQ was six, and the median number of CM at risk firms prequalified for each project was four; the number of responses to each RFQ ranged from three to 11, and the number of firms prequalified for each project ranged from three to eight. On seven projects (27 percent of the total number of projects) public owners prequalified all CM at risk firms that submitted responses.

The table also shows that the RFP process had been completed on 23 projects. The median number of proposals received for each project was three; the number of proposals ranged from two (on four DCAM projects and two local projects) to seven (on one DCAM project and one local project). All CM at risk firms that had been prequalified submitted proposals on nine projects (39 percent of the total number of projects).

Table 5. Public Owner Survey Results
Competition for CM at Risk Contracts
Prequalification and Proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RFQ Responses (n=26)</th>
<th>Prequalified Firms (n=26)</th>
<th>Proposals (n=23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median*</td>
<td>6 responses</td>
<td>4 prequalified</td>
<td>3 proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>3-11 responses</td>
<td>3-8 prequalified</td>
<td>2-7 proposals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The averages corresponding to each category were 5.88, 4.62, and 3.50, respectively.

The survey data show that 31 firms\textsuperscript{22} had been prequalified for one or more M.G.L. c. 149A projects, indicating a sizable potential market of CM at risk firms. Although the majority of firms (18) were prequalified for just one project, many had been prequalified for multiple projects and two firms had been prequalified for 10 or more of the projects.

\textsuperscript{22} This number includes four joint ventures.
Of the 31 prequalified firms identified in the survey data, 11 (approximately one-third) were selected for CM at risk contracts. Six of the firms held one contract, two firms held two contracts, two firms held three contracts, and one firm held six contracts. A list of the CM at risk firms working on each project reported in the survey is contained in Appendix A of this report.

Representatives of approximately half of the public owners interviewed for this study, including DCAM and Massport, stated that they were satisfied with the competition from CM at risk firms for their contracts, while representatives of the remaining four owners indicated that they had expected or hoped that more CM at risk firms would compete for their contracts. (The representatives of one owner participating in the interview had not been involved with the CM at risk firm selection process and could not comment on this issue.)

The owners who were not satisfied with the competition for their CM at risk contracts cited varying reasons for the lower-than-expected participation of CM at risk firms in the selection process: one owner representative stated that one or two CM at risk firms had not competed for the contract because they regarded some provisions of the CM at risk contract developed by the awarding authority, such as those concerning the project timing, schedule, and penalties, as too onerous; the selected CM at risk firm subsequently insisted that some of these provisions be changed. Another owner representative, discussing one of the first CM at risk projects undertaken under the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A, stated that he had encouraged several major CM at risk firms to compete for the contract but that they had all indicated that they were waiting for the M.G.L. c. 149A CM at risk process to “work out the bugs.” A third owner representative noted that the timing of the owner’s project was wrong for two CM at risk firms that the owner had hoped would compete for the contract. A fourth owner representative indicated that the project RFQ had been issued twice because the first RFQ had not generated sufficient competition.

There are indications that competition for CM at risk contracts has increased over time. Although the survey data are limited and cannot provide definitive information regarding competitive trends, the data do indicate an increase in the average number of proposals received by the owners responding to the survey: in 2005, 2006, and 2007, owners received an average of three CM at risk proposals per project, whereas in the first six months of 2008, owners received an average of five CM at risk proposals per project. DCAM officials interviewed in the spring of 2009 noted that more than 20 CM at risk firms had applied for prequalification on a recent CM at risk project, in contrast to the lower numbers of firms competing for some of the CM at risk contracts for which survey data were collected in 2008.

All eight public owners (excluding the owner cited above whose representatives interviewed for this study were not involved with the CM at risk selection process) expressed satisfaction with the caliber of the CM at risk firms that had competed for their contracts. DCAM and Massport representatives noted that some high-quality CM at risk firms competing for their CM at risk

---

23 The number of projects on which these averages are based are as follows: one project in 2005, eight projects in 2006, eight projects in 2007, and six projects in the first six months of 2008.
contracts had not previously worked on their agencies’ projects or, in some cases, competed for public projects under M.G.L. c. 149.

**Selection Decisions**

7. Public owners have based their CM at risk firm selection decisions principally on qualifications; most owners also considered the proposed fees in their selection decisions.

The representatives of all public owners interviewed for this review reported that their selection decisions had focused primarily on the CM at risk firms’ experience and capacity to complete their projects, although most indicated that fees were also an important consideration. Owner representatives cited the following reasons for their decisions:

- The selected firm demonstrated the best understanding of the project; the firm had mapped out a strategy that appeared reasonable. The firm’s fee was in the midrange of the fees proposed, indicating that the firm understood the project.

- The selection decision was based on the firm’s qualifications; price did not play a major role. With respect to the fee, the public owner requested the firm to provide a sense of the percentage of construction costs sought by the firm.

- The selected firm had stellar experience and made a thoughtful presentation to the selection committee on the firm’s plan for operating on a tight site. The firm’s fee was slightly higher than the fee charged by the other proposer.

- The selected firm made an effective presentation indicating that the firm understood the complex challenges posed by the project. The firm had done CM at risk work for DCAM, had a good safety record, and had strong references. An evaluation matrix that rated firms on a series of criteria was used; fee accounted for 25 percent of the overall rating each firm received.

- The selected firm had no CM at risk experience but did have extensive experience constructing renovations and additions to occupied buildings. The selection committee used a point system that considered a variety of factors; the point system allocated 80 percent of the points to qualifications and 20 percent to price.

- The selected firm was chosen based on its qualifications; the fee proposals from competing firms were close.

- DCAM’s selection decisions focus on the firms’ experience with projects of similar size and complexity. DCAM has adopted a requirement that the CM at risk firm must have completed a project of at least 75 percent of the value of the project for which the firm is competing. DCAM always considers fee: where two CM at risk firms offer strong experience, the firm with the lower fee is chosen.
- Massport considers the qualifications of CM at risk firms during the RFQ stage; in the RFP stage, Massport evaluates the extent to which proposers have considered potential challenges posed by the project and value engineering strategies. During interviews, Massport assesses the proposed team’s interactions and capacity to answer questions. When there is a major disparity in the fees proposed by prequalified firms, Massport accords significant weight to the fee in the selection decision. Massport also requires competing firms to provide cost estimates by trade in their proposals, based on 25 percent design documents provided by Massport. These estimates, according to Massport representatives, enable Massport to evaluate the extent to which the CM at risk firms have studied the plans and specifications and understand the project.

**Contract Negotiations**

8. Some owners reported negotiating the terms of the CM at risk contracts with their selected firms, while others reported that they did not conduct significant contract negotiations before executing the CM at risk contracts.

Public owners responding to the survey provided the following examples of contract issues negotiated with their CM at risk firms: delay provisions, reduction of duplicative preconstruction general conditions, personnel time, and conversion of some items to allowances. The extent to which owners negotiated the terms of the contracts with the selected CM at risk firms ranged from no negotiated changes to extensive negotiations of contract terms related to risk allocation and change orders, according to owner representatives interviewed for this study. Representatives of four owners, including DCAM, reported negotiating the general conditions amounts and allowances (discussed later in this report) during the CM at risk contract negotiations, while representatives of two other owners reported that the general conditions proposed by the firms did not change in the executed contract. According to DCAM representatives, DCAM negotiates the general conditions and sometimes the composition of the CM at risk team, but DCAM does not negotiate the terms and conditions of DCAM’s CM at risk contract; although competing firms propose exceptions, DCAM does not accept them. Massport representatives reported that Massport provides a copy of Massport’s preconstruction contract to competing firms and advises them that no exceptions will be permitted. Any substitutions of staff for those promised in the proposal require Massport’s approval.

**The CM at Risk Contract**

As noted earlier in this report, M.G.L. c. 149A requires that the price components of the proposals submitted by CM at risk firms competing for the contract contain proposed fees for preconstruction and construction services as well as “the estimated cost of general conditions with appropriate detail.”24 The proposed fees are not subject to negotiation; the general conditions amount may be negotiated.

---

24 M.G.L. c. 149A, §6(c)(2).
M.G.L. c. 149A provides that the public agency may include an incentive clause in the CM at risk contract for various performance objectives, provided that the incentive clause does not include an incentive exceeding one percent of the estimated construction cost. M.G.L. c. 149A restricts the use of shared savings provisions allowing the CM at risk firm to share in any savings between the final GMP and the final cost of the work, including the CM at risk fee, to the one percent incentive limit.25

Fees

9. The survey data show that the fees for preconstruction services paid by public owners to CM at risk firms ranged from zero percent to .88 percent of the GMP. This variation may be attributable to owners’ differing cost allocation practices.

As discussed earlier in this report, M.G.L. c. 149A requires public owners to pay CM at risk firms two types of fees, both of which are included in the GMP: a fee for preconstruction services and a fee for construction services. Public owners surveyed for this study reported preconstruction fees on ten projects (seven local projects and three DCAM projects) for which the GMPs had been negotiated. The fees for preconstruction services reported in the survey data ranged from zero to .88 percent of the GMP amount. The median percentage of the GMP represented by the fee for preconstruction services was .19 percent.

As previously discussed, M.G.L. c. 149A requires the owner to include in the CM at risk RFP a fully developed schedule of cost items listing the owner’s determination of what will be considered fee, cost of the work, and general conditions items. Thus, the variation in the size of the fees for preconstruction services relative to the GMP amounts reported by owners is likely to be explained, at least in part, by owners’ differing cost allocation practices with respect to the cost items that are included in the fee, cost of the work, and general conditions.

10. The survey data show that the fees for construction services paid by public owners to CM at risk firms ranged from approximately 1.5 percent to nearly 10 percent of the GMP. This variation may be attributable to owners’ differing cost allocation practices.

Public owners surveyed for this study reported fees for construction services on ten projects (seven local projects and three DCAM projects) for which the GMPs had been negotiated. The fees for construction services reported in the survey data ranged from 1.51 percent to 9.91 percent of the GMP. The median percentage of the GMP represented by the fee for construction services was 2.47 percent. As in the case of the fees for preconstruction services paid by owners, the variation in the size of the fees for construction services relative to the GMP amounts reported by owners is likely to be explained, at least in part, by owners’ differing cost allocation practices with respect to the cost items that are included in the fee, cost of the work, and general conditions.

25 M.G.L. c. 149A, §7(a).
General Conditions Costs

11. The survey data show that the general conditions costs paid by public owners ranged from less than two percent of the GMP to more than 14 percent of the GMP. Public owners have adopted varying approaches to negotiating and paying the CM at risk firm for general conditions costs on their projects.

As noted above, the cost items that are considered general conditions costs vary from project to project, depending upon the owner’s cost allocation practices. Public owners surveyed reported general conditions costs on ten projects (seven local projects and three DCAM projects) for which the GMPs had been negotiated. The general conditions amounts reported in the survey data averaged 8.64 percent of the GMP (a percentage that was virtually identical to the median percentage) and ranged from 1.68 percent to 14.62 percent of the GMP.

Representatives of the public owners interviewed for this study reported varying methods of negotiating and paying CM at risk firms for general conditions costs.26 The approaches to negotiating and paying for general conditions reported by public owner representatives27 included the following:

- Negotiation of preconstruction and construction phase general conditions amounts, paid based on a schedule of values.
- Negotiation of an up-front mobilization payment and a lump-sum construction phase general conditions amount, paid monthly.
- Negotiation of a lump-sum construction phase general conditions amount, paid based on a schedule of values.
- Payment of actual construction phase general conditions costs based on invoices submitted by the CM at risk firm.

Incentive Provisions

12. The CM at risk contracts executed by one-third of the public owners interviewed included incentive provisions for early project completion and, in one case, for the final project cost.

The contract documents provided by the nine public owners interviewed for this study indicated that three owners had included incentive provisions in their CM at risk contracts. All

---

26 Some CM at risk contracts used the term “general requirements” for cost items classified as “general conditions” in other CM at contracts. For simplicity, the above discussion uses the term “general conditions” to refer to all such cost items.

27 Representatives of two owners interviewed for this study were unfamiliar with the details of the general conditions cost negotiations conducted by their predecessors on staff or by the owner’s general counsel.
three contracts included incentives for early completion, and one of the three also included a shared savings incentive as permitted by M.G.L. c. 149A.28

Negotiation of the GMP Amendment

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the GMP must be based on design documents that are at least 60 percent complete and must be incorporated by amendment into the public owner’s contract with the CM at risk firm. The GMP amendment must include the following information:

- a line-item cost breakdown by trade, including the cost of early construction work and dollar amounts for the CM at risk firm’s contingency, the general conditions, and the fees paid to the CM at risk firm for preconstruction and construction services;
- a list of all drawings, specifications, and other information on which the GMP is based;
- a list of allowances and statement of their basis;
- a list of any assumptions or clarifications in which the GMP is based;
- the dates for substantial and final completion on which the GMP is based; and
- a schedule of applicable alternates and unit prices.29

Contingencies are intended to cover risk. A CM at risk project entails two budgeted contingency amounts. The contingency that is included within the GMP is an amount that the owner negotiates with the CM at risk firm; this “CM contingency” is used for project costs that are not associated with scope changes or latent conditions encountered during the construction phase, such as labor or materials costs in excess of the amounts budgeted in the GMP for those items. The “owner’s contingency” is a separate fund established and controlled by the owner to cover costs associated with changes in the project scope and with unforeseen latent or subsurface conditions encountered during the construction phase. Expenditures funded by the owner’s contingency are typically added to the GMP amount. Thus, the GMP increases with each approved change order.

13. Survey data and interviews with public owners show that owners negotiated the GMP amendments when the designs were complete or nearly complete and, in most cases, after construction work on the projects had begun.

Public owners responding to the survey reported that they had negotiated GMPs for ten CM at risk projects. Table 9, below, shows the reported stages of design completion of the projects at the time that the GMP was negotiated. In most instances, the design was complete or nearly complete when the GMP was negotiated: the designs for eight of the ten projects were 100 percent complete, and the designs for two projects were 90 percent complete. On eight of the

28 The contract documents also showed that eight of the nine public owners, including DCAM and Massport, had included liquidated damages provisions in their CM at risk contracts.

29 M.G.L. c. 149A, §7(4).
ten projects, the GMP was negotiated after at least some portion of the construction was completed. As shown in Table 9, construction of one project was nearly complete when the GMP was negotiated, construction of another project was 50 percent complete, construction of two projects was almost 25 percent complete, and construction of four projects was 13 percent complete or less. Construction work on the remaining two projects had not begun at the time that the GMP was negotiated.

Table 9. Public Owner Survey Results
Work Completed Prior to GMP Amendment
(n=10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 percent complete</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 percent complete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 percent complete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 percent complete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 percent complete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13 percent complete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 percent complete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 percent complete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Representatives of eight of the nine public owners interviewed for this study reported that their project designs were 100 percent complete and some construction work (including early construction work) had been completed, when the GMPs for their projects were negotiated. One owner reported that the design was 90 percent complete and construction work had begun when the GMP was negotiated. The majority of owners, including DCAM and Massport, reported that most or all trade contracts had been bid at the time that the GMP was negotiated.

14. The majority of public owners interviewed reported that their OPMs had handled the GMP negotiation process; other owners reported having involved other project participants in the GMP negotiations.

Representatives of five public owners interviewed, three of which assigned in-house staff to serve as OPMs, reported that the GMP negotiations were handled by their OPMs and then approved by other public officials in the agency or jurisdiction. In the other four cases, the OPM participated in the negotiations along with public officials from the jurisdiction and, in two cases, the designer. Two owner representatives indicated that their counsel participated in the GMP negotiations as well.

30 According to the representatives of this owner, the CM at risk firm on this project bid the trade contracts when the bid packages were 90 percent complete; the trade contract prices subsequently increased when the design work for each trade contract reached 100 percent completion.
15. All public owners interviewed for this study reported incorporating allowances into the GMP amendments for their projects. Most allowances were included in the general conditions costs of the projects to cover unknown or unpredictable cost items.

As previously discussed, M.G.L. c. 149A explicitly permits and anticipates the inclusion of allowances in the GMP amendment to the CM at risk contract. The four GMP amendments available for this study indicated that the percentages of the GMPs accounted for by allowances ranged from 2.5 percent to 8.5 percent. These allowances were not restricted to general condition items, although most allowances were included in the general conditions costs.

All nine public owners interviewed for this study reported that the general conditions costs paid on their CM at risk projects included allowances: i.e., cost items, paid by the public owner, that were not capped by the negotiated general conditions amount or the GMP. On one project, which entailed extensive school renovations, the general conditions allowance items included cost items such as fire alarm systems, negative air testing, and hygienist services. Other examples of general conditions items cited by owners and listed in documents provided by public owners as allowances included fuel; electricity; temporary heat; police details; temporary barriers for pedestrian control; an auditorium sound system; and permits, inspection, and testing.

The owners cited various reasons for incorporating allowances into the general conditions for their projects. One owner representative noted, with regard to a school construction project, that allowances were necessary in connection with the removal of asbestos because the CM at risk firm would not assume the risk for this work; other allowances in the CM at risk contract covered other unknown and unpredictable items. Another owner representative characterized the items for which allowances were used as “unquantifiable”: for example, fuel and electricity costs. A DCAM representative stated that because allowances enable DCAM to assume the risk of unpredictable cost items, the CM at risk firms have no incentive to negotiate large contingencies in the general conditions amounts to cover these unpredictable costs or to attempt to assign general conditions items to subcontracts. (He also noted that DCAM requires excess costs for allowance items to be funded from the CM at risk firm’s contingency in the GMP.)

All of those interviewed agreed that allowances were necessary and beneficial to their projects. However, one owner representative cautioned that incorporating a large number of allowances into the general conditions of the contract had proved difficult to manage and recommended that public owners limit the number of allowances for this reason.

16. The survey data show that CM contingency amounts were low in proportion to the original GMP, reflecting the late negotiation of the GMP on the projects for which contingency amounts were reported. Owner contingency amounts were higher in proportion to the original GMP, reflecting the higher risk assumed by the public owners. The public owners interviewed reported varying procedures for use of the CM contingency: two-thirds required the owner’s approval for any expenditure, while the remaining one-third permitted their CM at risk firms to make expenditures without owner approval within defined dollar thresholds.
The survey data regarding the ten projects for which GMPs had been negotiated show that the CM contingency amounts on these projects were low relative to the owner contingency amounts on these projects, reflecting the fact that the designs were complete or nearly complete in all cases and that the trade contracts had been bid in many cases. As shown in Table 10, below, the median contingency amount for CM at risk firms was 2.23 percent of the original GMP; the CM contingency amounts ranged from 1.29 percent to 5.76 percent of the original GMP. The owner contingency amounts were higher, reflecting the higher risk assumed by the owners. The median owner contingency amount was 4.07 percent of the original GMP; the owner contingency amounts ranged from 2.71 percent to 9.93 percent of the original GMP.

![Table 10. Public Owner Survey Results](image)

Six of the nine public owners interviewed for this study, including DCAM, required their CM at risk firms to obtain approval from the owners for all expenditures, regardless of amount, charged to the CM contingency. The representative of one of the six owners noted that it is important to guard against abuse of the CM contingency. For example, when the work is complete, the CM at risk firm could try to assign its own staff to the project in order to use up the CM contingency while protecting its staff from layoffs.

The representatives of the other three owners reported varying rules for use of the CM contingency. On one completed project, the CM at risk firm was permitted to charge smaller expenditures to the CM contingency but required to obtain the owner’s approval of any contingency charges exceeding $5,000 or $10,000, according to the project OPM. On another project, the owner representatives reported that the CM at risk firm is permitted to use the CM contingency for expenditures up to $25,000; above that threshold, the owner approves expenditures from the CM contingency. On the final project, the CM at risk firm is permitted to charge expenditures to the CM contingency and informs the owner regarding each expenditure; no owner approval of these charges is required.

**Additional Owner Comments and Advice**

17. The public owners interviewed cautioned other public owners regarding the importance of understanding the pricing components of the GMP, the contingency, the assumptions and qualifications on which the GMP is based, the risks borne by each party, and the impact of the timing of the GMP on the project budget.
The owner representatives interviewed for this study offered the following additional comments and advice to other public owners regarding negotiation of the GMP:

- Owners need to pay close attention to the GMP. Negotiating the overall cost proved a major issue; with the addition of incentives and allowances, the total negotiated GMP was lowered by $1.6 million.

- Owners should proceed slowly and review everything.

- Owners should understand how construction project pricing is put together and decide which costs will be included and excluded from specific categories. It is helpful to have an OPM with major general contractor experience to assist in negotiating the line items within the GMP.

- Owners should not negotiate the GMP too early; doing so would require an enormous contingency in the GMP. The later in the process the GMP is negotiated, the lower the amount of the contingency required. Owners should not include too many allowances in the GMP.

- Owners should make sure that their architects and OPMs go through the line-item estimates carefully and that they understand the schedule and the contingency. The most important component of the GMP amendment is the document containing the clarifications and qualifications, which must be written clearly.

- Owners should make clear which cost items are in the GMP and which are not. Owners must focus on the risks borne by each party, be familiar with the documents, and spend time reviewing the assumptions and qualifications submitted by the CM at risk firm.

- Because the GMP is negotiated so late in the project, after all the subcontract prices are in place and construction has begun, most pricing components are hard numbers. The GMP negotiations focus on the size of the CM contingency.

**CM at Risk Project Execution**

**Participant Roles**

18. Public owners reported in interviews that their CM at risk firms had performed value engineering reviews, provided cost estimates, and recommended design changes to reduce the estimated project costs during the design stage. Some owners reported that their designers were required to produce more detailed documents than were customary and that the owners had paid for additional design review services. Most owners obtained cost estimates from their CM at risk firms and their designers; some also obtained cost estimates from their OPMs. During the construction stage, two owners required their designers to maintain a full-time presence at the construction site.
Most owner representatives interviewed for this study reported that their CM at risk firms had performed value engineering reviews of the designs and recommended changes that would reduce the estimated project costs. The CM at risk firm’s provision of project cost estimates, detailed constructability and value engineering reviews of the project designs, and recommended design changes to meet the project budgets is regarded by most owner representatives interviewed for this study as highly beneficial. One owner representative reported that the scoping conducted by the CM at risk firm resulted in certain decisions to shift the traditional scopes of work: for example, the decision was made to move the brick demolition work and waterproofing work to the masonry package. In the case of one CM at risk project undertaken by DCAM, the CM at risk firm recommended changes to the building design that would enable standardized equipment and materials to be used for construction; as a result, the project cost estimate was reduced to conform to the project budget. By contrast, another owner contracted with a CM at risk firm with no prior experience with CM at risk late in the design process; on this project, constructability reviews were provided not by the CM at risk firm but by the OPM, a firm that also provides CM at risk services to other jurisdictions.

Representatives of some public owners interviewed for this study reported that their designers were required to prepare more detailed designs than they were accustomed to preparing; they also prepared design revisions in response to the CM at risk firms’ value engineering recommendations. On two projects, the owners paid for additional design review services. One owner contracted with an outside consultant to check the construction documents prepared by the designer after receiving a wide range of bid prices on a trade contract; the outside consultant identified areas that required clarification. The other owner paid the CM at risk firm, which had already prepared detailed sequencing documents to accompany the construction documents prepared by the designer, an additional fee to conduct a full, in-depth review of the construction documents.

Representatives of all nine owners interviewed for this study reported that their CM at risk firms had provided cost estimates during the design stage or, in the case of projects for which the designs were complete or nearly complete when the CM at risk firm was brought into the project, at the end of the design stage. In some cases, the cost estimates prepared by the CM at risk firms significantly exceeded the cost estimates prepared by the project designers.

Interviews with owner representatives indicated that the specific services provided by the OPMs differed: for example, some OPMs provided cost estimates during the design stage, while others did not. As previously noted, the OPM on one project prepared cost estimates, conducted constructability reviews of the design, and delivered other services typically provided by a CM at risk firm. Another owner did not originally plan to obtain project cost estimates from the OPM, according to the owner representatives interviewed for this study. However, as the project cost escalated, this decision was subsequently reversed, and the jurisdiction amended the OPM’s contract to require cost estimates at 50 percent and 80 percent design. This owner determined that preparation of cost estimates by the OPM was an important requirement because, unlike the designer and the CM at risk firm, the OPM is required to represent the owner’s interests.
DCAM representatives stated that the designer and the CM at risk firm usually prepare cost estimates and that the CM at risk firm’s cost estimate is usually higher, reflecting the CM at risk firm’s incentive to protect its interests in ensuring that the project budget is sufficient. DCAM obtains a third, independent estimate if the two estimates by the designer and the CM at risk firm are not reconcilable. Massport representatives indicated that Massport’s OPMs do not develop separate cost estimates for CM at risk projects; these are prepared by the designers and the CM at risk firms.

During the construction phase, two owners contracted with the project designers to provide a full-time presence at the construction site. The owner representative for one of these projects explained that the design contract was amended to require the designer to provide an on-site contract administrator who attended trade contractor meetings, in contrast to the more typical weekly inspection conducted by designers on many design-bid-build construction projects. Representatives of both owners indicated that the designers’ full-time presence was a major benefit to the projects.

**Participant Collaboration**

19. Public owners generally report high and productive levels of collaboration among the participants on their CM at risk projects.

Most public owners interviewed for this study reported that the collaboration among the designer, the CM at risk firm, the OPM, and the owner during the design stage of the project was high and productive, although several reported that there were some tensions among the participants on their projects. An owner representative pointed out that on a design-bid-build M.G.L. c. 149 project, the designer is given authority to make many design decisions, whereas on a CM at risk project, the designer is required to collaborate with the OPM and the CM at risk firm. This representative, who described the relationships among the participants on his project as harmonious, stated that after the GMP was negotiated, a mediator was hired to guide a meeting of the OPM, the designer, and the CM at risk firm to discuss lessons learned. Representatives of another owner, whose project was subject to tensions among the participants, noted that surfacing conflicts during the design stage is preferable to deferring them to the construction stage, where such tensions tend to emerge on a M.G.L. c. 149 project.

**MBE and WBE Participation**

20. The survey data show that, in most cases, owners incorporated affirmative marketing goals into their design and CM at risk procurements and contracts. However, owners reported mixed success in achieving the goals for MBE and WBE participation on CM at risk projects.

In 2004, revisions were made to M.G.L. c. 23A, §44 and M.G.L. c. 7, §40N, to include a new municipal affirmative marketing program for state-assisted construction projects, including CM at risk projects. Projects that receive funding provided by the Commonwealth, in whole or in part, including MSBA funding, funding in any legislative appropriation, grant awards, reimbursements, municipal commitments to use state funds and the like, must incorporate the
MBE and WBE participation goals into design and construction contracts. State projects required such goals prior to 2004. DCAM, in consultation with the State Office of Minority and Women Business Assistance (SOMWBA), develops the participation goals. Since 2004, the participation goals for state-assisted design contracts have been 8 percent for MBEs and 4 percent for WBEs; the participation goals for state-assisted construction contracts have been 7.4 percent for MBEs and 4 percent for WBEs. The goals require use of MBEs and WBEs that have been certified by SOMWBA.

DCAM’s survey responses for 12 CM at risk projects showed that DCAM projects either had met or were on track to meet the MBE and WBE goals on the design and CM at risk contracts in all but two instances: one involving the design contract goals, and the other involving CM at risk goals. In the latter case, a DCAM representative reported that DCAM was still trying to achieve the participation goals since the project was not yet completed.

Other public owners’ responses showed that some projects were not on track to meet the goals and other projects were not yet at the stage of implementing the goals. The single exception was a local project that reported having achieved 9.5 percent MBE participation in the CM at risk contract. In some cases, the designers had been hired prior to 2004, when the participation goals were not required. In other cases, owners reported that they were not subject to the participation goal requirement because their projects did not receive state funding; some of these owners reported other local or federal goals were in place for those projects. One owner representative reported that the CM at risk delivery method complicates achieving success under the affirmative marketing program for construction contracts. The owner noted that the requirement to bid trade contracts does not provide the CM at risk firm with the flexibility to select an MBE or WBE trade contractor, as general contractors are able to do on M.G.L. c. 149 projects through the filed sub-bidding process. Thus, the pool of available dollars for MBE or WBE firms is narrowed to subcontractor contracts. One owner reported that due to tight budgets, awards were made to low bidders that were not MBEs or WBEs, and the goals would not be achieved. On the other hand, in interviews, two owners reported that under CM at risk, the ability to review subcontractor bids and the open book accounting process provided them with important information relative to MBE and WBE participation. Owners also emphasized the importance of careful monitoring of each CM at risk project’s affirmative marketing program.

**Contract Administration**

21. Most public owners report that the “open book process” worked well on their CM at risk projects. A slight majority indicated that the contract administration workload on their CM at risk projects did not exceed that required by M.G.L. c. 149 projects; the other owners indicated that their CM at risk projects required significantly more contract administration resources than would be required for M.G.L. c. 149 projects.

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the public owner’s contract with the CM at risk firm is required to “utilize a cost-plus not to exceed guaranteed maximum price form of contract in which the public
agency shall be entitled to monitor and audit all project costs.”31 The process of monitoring and auditing project costs on a CM at risk contract is typically referred to as an “open book process.” Because the owner pays for all project costs charged to the GMP as well as the cost of change orders not covered by the GMP, all costs must be documented and open to inspection.

Most public owner representatives interviewed for this study stated that the open book process had worked well to date. DCAM representatives stated that the open book process promotes partnering and productive project meetings, and Massport representatives indicated that they prefer the open book process to the contract payment procedures required by M.G.L. c. 149.

Although the M.G.L. c. 149A contract administration process reportedly worked well for the public owners, their representatives expressed disparate views on the contract administration workload borne by the owner on a CM at risk project undertaken under M.G.L. c. 149A in comparison with the contract administration workload required by a design-bid-build building construction project undertaken under M.G.L. c. 149. Representatives of four owners stated in interviews that the owner’s contract administration duties on a CM at risk project are no more extensive than those on a M.G.L. c. 149, although several noted that the contract administration duties required by the two delivery methods differ. One such difference, according to one owner representative, is that the owner audits the project costs as the project proceeds rather than when it is completed. Another owner representative expressed the view that the requirements for monitoring payments on a CM at risk project are higher but that CM at risk projects entail fewer claims than a design-bid-build building project; thus, the public owner’s overall workload is no higher on a CM at risk project.

By contrast, representatives of four other owners, including DCAM and Massport, expressed the view that CM at risk projects undertaken under M.G.L. c. 149A entail more contract administration work for the public owner than do building projects undertaken under M.G.L. c. 149. One owner representative noted that the open book process is cumbersome but open, fair, and necessary in order to manage a CM at risk project. As discussed earlier in this report, two owners paid their designers to provide a full-time contract administration presence at the construction sites.

DCAM representatives stated that DCAM assigns substantially more contract administration resources to M.G.L. c. 149A projects than to M.G.L. c. 149 projects: a single DCAM project manager may be given responsibility for five M.G.L. c. 149 projects, whereas DCAM assigns only one M.G.L. c. 149A project to a project manager. DCAM representatives attributed the additional workload to the contract administration requirements associated with early construction packages, which often entail change orders, and to the need to review the increased documentation that a CM at risk project entails. They noted that CM at risk projects require a capable OPM with CM at risk expertise and that the owner must stay involved with the project to monitor project expenditures. Massport representatives expressed a similar

31 M.G.L. c. 149A, §7(a).
they stated that CM at risk projects entail more work in the early stages of the project than design-bid-build projects and that CM at risk projects require a more sophisticated owner, or a very capable OPM, relative to design-bid-build projects.

**Trade Contractor Selection Process**

Under M.G.L. c. 149A, the public owner is required to prequalify and solicit bids from trade contractors when the work in any of the 17 categories in M.G.L. c. 149, §44F, the filed sub-bid statute, is estimated to cost more than $20,000. The prequalification process requires the owner to appoint a trade contractor prequalification committee consisting of two representatives of the owner, one representative of the designer, and one representative of the CM at risk firm. M.G.L. c. 149 specifies a detailed set of procedures for soliciting qualifications information from trade contractors through an advertised process, evaluating each trade contractor’s qualifications using evaluation criteria based on the specific evaluation categories and subcategories stated in M.G.L. c. 149A, assigning point ratings to each trade contractor in accordance with the point rating scheme detailed in M.G.L. c. 149A, and prequalifying all trade contractors receiving a point score of 70 or higher.

The public owner is then required to prepare and provide to each prequalified trade contractor a Request for Bids containing specific information detailed in M.G.L. c. 149A requirements. Each trade contract is awarded to the lowest prequalified bidder submitting a responsive bid. If fewer than three responsive bids are received for a trade contract, and the lowest bid exceeds the estimated cost of the trade contract work, the CM at risk firm is required to attempt to negotiate an acceptable price with the lowest bidder and, if those negotiations do not succeed, with the second lowest bidder. If those negotiations also fail, then the CM at risk firm solicits additional bids through the procedure required by M.G.L. c. 149A for selection of nontrade contractors (discussed later in this section). Each selected trade contractor executes a trade contractor agreement, the form of which is prescribed by M.G.L. c. 149A, with the CM at risk firm. Thus, the trade contractors are subcontractors analogous to filed sub-bidders on M.G.L. c. 149 projects.

22. While some public owners report that the M.G.L. c. 149A trade contractor selection process worked well on their projects, others cited difficulties with the process, such as problems relating to the resources required to prequalify trade contractors and the requirement to contract with the lowest bidder on each trade contract. Several owners recommended eliminating or changing the trade contractor prequalification and bidding requirements of M.G.L. c. 149A.

Public owner representatives’ comments on the trade contractor prequalification and bidding procedures included the following:

---

32 The evaluation categories and subcategories as well as the point rating scheme closely resemble those required by M.G.L. c. 149, §44D for prequalifying filed sub-bidders on building contracts estimated to cost $10 million or more when the work in a filed sub-bid category is estimated to cost more than $20,000.
• The prequalification process is very time-consuming: the OPM must check five credit references for each trade contractor and faxes numerous requests for credit references, while receiving only two or three out of five. The prequalification process consumes approximately six weeks of the time of 1.5 FTE OPM staff.

• DCAM addresses the time-consuming nature of the prequalification process by maintaining files of references that have been checked for prequalified trade contractors; if a trade contractor has been prequalified within the last six months, DCAM consults the references in the file rather than recontacting the same references. DCAM prequalifies most trade contractors: of 100 trade contractors, approximately four are disqualified.

• The CM at risk firm narrowed down the list of prequalified trade contractors to those with which they had worked in the past; because the CM at risk firm is a union shop, union status may have factored into the prequalification decisions. The CM at risk firm then bid the trade contracts without full packages, a practice that led to subsequent increases in the prices of some trade contracts. For example, one trade contract was bid when the bid documents were 90 percent complete, and the contract price increased by $700,000 when the design was final. However, the higher trade contract prices were within the CM at risk firm’s estimate, and the CM at risk firm did not request contingency funding for these increases.

• The prequalification scoring process was difficult, and there were several challenges from trade contractors that were not prequalified. The owner would have preferred to use a process similar to that required for prequalifying the CM at risk firm, as the latter process does not require the assignment of scores. M.G.L. c. 149A provides inadequate guidance on the owner’s ability to reject trade contract bids.

• The low, $20,000 threshold for prequalification and bidding of trade contractors is a problem, given the time-consuming nature of the prequalification process. Two members of the trade contractor prequalification committee had full-time jobs and were unable to commit the necessary time to the process.

• A major benefit of the trade contracting process required by M.G.L. c. 149A is that the trade contractors know who the general contractor will be on the project; another is that the CM at risk firm can advise against prequalifying certain trade contractors. However, having to accept the lowest bid from a prequalified trade contractor is a problem: if the lowest bidder did not understand the specifications, there is no opportunity for the bidder to correct the bid. Two trade contractors were persuaded to withdraw their low bids on the project because of problems with their bids.

• The requirement to select the lowest prequalified bidder for each trade contract potentially undercuts the collaborative nature of the CM at risk project: if the difference in price between two bidders is small, it may be preferable to select the higher-priced bid if submitted by a stronger firm than the firm submitting the lowest bid. In addition, the low bid requirement prevents the consideration of minority or
women-owned business enterprise (M/WBE) status in selecting trade contractors. Because Massport requires all trade contractors to meet the specific M/WBE participation goals of the project, the trade contractor prequalification and bidding process is complicated.

The owner representatives interviewed for this study offered several recommendations regarding the M.G.L. c. 149A trade contractor prequalification and bidding requirements contained in M.G.L. c. 149A.\textsuperscript{33} Representatives of three owners recommended that the trade contractor prequalification and bidding requirements be eliminated from M.G.L. c. 149A; their rationales for this proposed change included the time savings that would result if the requirements were eliminated,\textsuperscript{34} the improved cost estimates that would result if the CM at risk firm were allowed to obtain trade contractor input during the design stage, and the benefit to the project of allowing the CM at risk firm to bring its own team to do the work. One owner representative suggested that M.G.L. c. 149A require the same selection process for trade contractors as the process that M.G.L. c. 149A requires for nontrade subcontractors. A second owner representative suggested that, if the prequalification and bidding requirements cannot be eliminated, the threshold for trade contracts requiring prequalification and bidding be increased from $20,000 to at least $50,000 because of the time-consuming nature of the prequalification requirements.

DCAM representatives expressed the view that the CM at risk firms’ preconstruction work would be improved if the firms were allowed to consult and work with trade contractors during the design process. They indicated that their early participation would not interfere with the subsequent trade contractor prequalification and bidding process required by M.G.L. c. 149A.

**Competitive Environment**

23. The survey data and interviews with public owners indicate that M.G.L. c. 149A projects have generated substantial competition from trade contractors. Survey responses show that, on average, public owners have received three or more bids for most trade contracts; however, elevator contracts have generated little competition. Public owners are generally satisfied with the competition for trade contracts on their CM at risk projects, with the exception of elevator trade contracts, and with the caliber of the firms competing for trade contracts.

The survey data show that M.G.L. c. 149A projects have generated multiple responses and bids from interested trade contractors. Table 11, below, lists the average, lowest, and highest

\textsuperscript{33} The process of readvertising trade contracts if fewer than three trade contractors are prequalified was cited as a problem by representatives of two public owners; however, although M.G.L. c. 149, §44D\textsuperscript{4} requires readvertising if fewer than three filed sub-bidders are prequalified, M.G.L. c. 149A does not. DCAM, one of the two public owners, has adopted procedures, approved by the OIG, setting forth procedural requirements in the event that fewer than three trade contractors are prequalified for a trade contract.

\textsuperscript{34} As will be discussed, the survey data show that the average number of trade contractors requiring detailed evaluation and reference checking on the M.G.L. c. 149A projects surveyed exceeded 50; this number reached 92 on one project.
numbers of responses to each trade contract RFQ, trade contractors prequalified for each trade contract, and bids received for each trade contract. As the table shows, on the 17 CM at risk projects for which trade contractors had been prequalified and selected at the time that the survey responses were prepared, the survey respondents had, on average, prequalified trade contractors for 12 trade categories on each CM at risk project; the number of categories for which trade contractors were prequalified ranged from four categories to 15 categories. The number of trade contractor responses to the RFQs averaged 66 and ranged from 16 and as many as 101. Of the trade contractors applying for prequalification, 59 trade contractors, on average, were prequalified to bid on each project; the number of prequalified trade contractors ranged from 14 to 92.

The table also shows that, on the 14 projects for which trade contract bids had been received at the time that the survey responses were prepared, the number of trade contract categories for which bids were received averaged 12 categories and ranged from four categories to 15 categories. The number of bids received for each project averaged 42 and ranged from 11 to 66. The bid yield (the percentage of prequalified bidders that actually submitted bids) averaged 71 percent and ranged from 58 percent to 100 percent. Stated another way, an average of 29 percent of prequalified trade contractors did not submit bids on the trade contracts for which they had been prequalified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11. Public Owner Survey Results</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trade Contractor Competition in CM at Risk Projects</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prequalification (n=17 projects)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of categories per project</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of responses per project</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number prequalified per project</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bidding (n=14 projects)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of categories per project</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number prequalified per project</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bids per project</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid yield</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. Averages and bid yields are rounded.
2. Bid yield is calculated as the number of bids for each project divided by the number prequalified for each project.

Table 12, below, shows the extent of competition for trade contracts in 16 different trade categories. In 12 of the 16 categories, the trade contracts generated, on average, three to five bids. Less competition was generated, on average, for glass and glazing contracts, which averaged 2.6 bids per contract; for lathing and plastering contracts (bid in only two projects), which averaged two bids per contract; and for resilient floor contracts, which also averaged two
bids per contract. As the table shows, elevator trade contracts were not competitive in most cases: on average, they generated only one bid per contract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Contract Category</th>
<th>Number of Contracts</th>
<th>Average Bids per Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevators</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathing and plastering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilient floors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass and glazing</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustical tile</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous and ornamental iron</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterproofing, damp-proofing, and caulking</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal windows</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrazzo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry work</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical work</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing and flashing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The above list excludes Marble, since no trade contracts in this category were reported, and trade contracts labeled in the survey responses as “Other.”

The average number of bids for elevator contracts listed in Table 12 overstates the extent of competition among elevator contracts in the M.G.L. c.149A process, for the following reasons:

- Three of the nine owners whose survey responses indicated that they had bid elevator trade contracts reported having received no bids for the contracts.

- Three other owners reported receiving bids from elevator contractors (two bids in two projects and three bids in one project) despite having prequalified no elevator contractors. One survey respondent explained that the elevator trade contract RFQ had been advertised twice but received only one response; subsequently, the owner assigned the contract to the CM at risk firm, which obtained three bids.

- The other three owners each received one bid for their elevator contracts.
The survey responses showed that the owners surveyed awarded the trade contracts to the lowest bidder in most cases: on 172 trade contracts, the lowest bidder was selected in all but nine cases.

Seven of the nine public owners interviewed for this study stated that they were satisfied with the amount of competition they received for most of the trade contracts, with the exception of elevator contracts cited by five of the seven owners as a problem category. Of the other two owners who were not satisfied with the trade contract competition on their projects, one attributed the inadequate competition to the fact that the project was a phased school renovation project that required contractors to undergo CORI checks and that the trade contracts were bid at a time when the market for trade contractors was strong. The other owner attributed the inadequate competition to the manner in which it had advertised the trade contracts.

The owner representatives expressed general satisfaction with the caliber of the trade contractors competing for their projects. DCAM representatives expressed the view that the quality of the trade contractors competing for CM at risk projects has been higher than the quality of the filed sub-bidders competing for M.G.L. c. 149 projects. They attributed the increased participation of high-quality trade contractors in part to the fact that the trade contractors know the identity of the CM at risk firm, which is the general contractor, when they compete for a M.G.L. c. 149A contract and, thus, confront lower risks than filed sub-bidders on a M.G.L. c. 149 project.

**Selection Process for Nontrade Subcontractors**

The process prescribed by M.G.L. c. 149A for selecting subcontractors for nontrade contracts estimated to cost more than $20,000 is as follows: the CM at risk firm draws up a list of the required qualifications for the subcontract and selects three firms that meet these qualifications. The public owner is responsible for approving the qualifications and may add or eliminate firms from the list, provided that the new firms are acceptable to the CM at risk firm. The CM at risk firm then invites bids, based on detailed bidding information, from the approved firms, makes a selection, and presents the bids and the selection decision to the owner, accompanied by a written explanation of the reason for each selection. Subcontractors for nontrade contracts estimated to cost $20,000 or less may be selected by the CM at risk firm using any method selected by the CM at risk firm, with the approval of the owner.

**24. Public owners identified no issues or concerns regarding the M.G.L. c. 149A requirements for selecting nontrade subcontractors.**

None of the public owner representatives interviewed identified problems with the M.G.L. c. 149A requirements for selecting nontrade contractors. Some owner representatives, including those from DCAM and Massport indicated that they typically required their CM at risk firms to obtain three bids for all nontrade contracts, including those estimated to cost $20,000 or less; others indicated that most or all nontrade contracts were estimated to cost more than $20,000.
One owner representative noted that the CM at risk firm, a union contractor, encouraged bids from other union contractors, especially on nontrade work.

**Performance of Subcontract Work by CM at Risk Firms**

M.G.L. c. 149A provides that the CM at risk firm may submit its qualifications to bid on trade contract work or subcontract work in accordance with the selection procedures contained in M.G.L. c. 149A, provided that the CM at risk firm customarily performs the work for which it submits qualifications, that the CM at risk firm performs the work with employees on its own payroll, and that the CM at risk firm meets all requirements of the selection process.\(^{35}\) As discussed above, the CM at risk firm serves on the prequalification committee and selection committee for each trade contract and is responsible for managing the prequalification and selection of nontrade subcontractors. M.G.L. c. 149A contains no instructions or guidance to owners for avoiding conflicts of interest when the CM at risk firm competes for trade contract or nontrade subcontract work.

25. The survey data and owner interviews indicate that self-performance of trade contract work by CM at risk firms is infrequent, while self-performance of nontrade subcontract work by CM at risk firms is more common.

The survey data show that on three of the 21 CM at risk projects that had prequalified trade contractors, the three CM at risk firms had been prequalified to bid on trade contracts. However, the survey responses indicated that none of the owners had awarded a trade contract to the CM at risk firm on the project. The survey data also show that CM at risk firms were awarded nontrade subcontracts on six CM at risk projects.

Of the nine owners interviewed for this study, only one reported having awarded a contract to a trade contractor after the survey responses were submitted: the representatives of this owner reported that the CM at risk firm had a masonry company that had been awarded a trade contract after the low bidder failed to execute the contract because of a mathematical error in its bid. The owner representatives stated that the CM at risk firm had participated on the prequalification committee for the trade contract but that the OPM had handled the bid opening. This same CM at risk firm performed nontrade subcontract work on the project; these contract awards were handled by the OPM, according to the owner representatives. Two other owners, including DCAM, also reported awarding some nontrade subcontract work to the CM at risk firm. DCAM representatives also reported that when DCAM receives no bids for a trade contract, DCAM assigns the trade contract work to the CM at risk firm.\(^{36}\) In the case of an elevator trade contract, the CM at risk firm obtained bids on the work.

\(^{35}\) M.G.L. c. 149A, §8.

\(^{36}\) M.G.L. c. 149A contains no provisions governing the circumstance in which the owner receives no bids on a trade contract.
26. Of the four CM at risk projects that had achieved substantial or final completion, three increases in the original GMPs ranging from 2.69 percent to 13.66 percent and schedule changes ranging from a decrease of 131 days to an increase of 31 days.

As previously noted, CM at risk projects can experience changes in the GMP and schedule for substantial and final completion contained in the GMP amendment. Table 13, below, shows the information reported by public owners about project status, original GMP, increase in GMP as both a dollar amount and a percentage of the original GMP, and changes in the final completion schedule date for the 10 projects that reported an original GMP amount. Of the four projects that had reached substantial or final completion, three reported changes in their GMPs and schedules. Those projects reported GMP increases that ranged from 2.69 percent to 13.66 percent of the original GMP. The schedule changes included one major schedule decrease of just over four months (131 days) and two smaller schedule increases (11 days and 31 days). Only one of the six other projects listed in the table reported an increase in the project GMP: this increase amounted to less than one percent of the GMP. However, it is possible that the GMPs and schedules for all projects have changed since the survey responses were prepared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Project Status</th>
<th>Original GMP</th>
<th>GMP Increase</th>
<th>Final Completion Schedule Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milford Geriatric Authority</td>
<td>Final Completion</td>
<td>$ 7,368,200</td>
<td>$ 408,971 (5.55%)</td>
<td>+11 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building modernization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Airport terminal</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 22,674,708</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 162,764,808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy High School</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 98,993,615</td>
<td>$ 89,799 (0.9%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td>Substantial Completion</td>
<td>$ 48,022,002</td>
<td>$ 6,560,076 (13.66%)</td>
<td>+ 31 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taunton High School /Middle School</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 88,467,267</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester Union Station parking garage</td>
<td>Final Completion</td>
<td>$ 17,000,000</td>
<td>$ 458,142 (2.69%)</td>
<td>- 131 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II Expansion Fire Academy</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 34,225,677</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronin Skating Rink</td>
<td>Substantial Completion</td>
<td>$ 13,180,017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ely Library/Campus Center</td>
<td>GMP Amendment</td>
<td>$ 9,490,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Legal Disputes

27. Few legal disputes on CM at risk projects were reported by public owners in surveys and interviews. The Office of the Attorney General issued three bid protest decisions related to CM at risk projects undertaken pursuant to M.G.L. c. 149A.

The survey asked public owners to report the number and value of claims against the owner made by the CM at risk firms, direct payment claims filed against the CM at risk firms, bid protests to the Office of the Attorney General (OAG), and litigation filed. Public owners reported few disputes. Three owners reported that trade contractors or other subcontractors had filed a total of six bid protests with the OAG regarding contract awards, and one of the three owners reported that project-related litigation had been filed by citizens. Owners surveyed reported no instances of claims against an owner made by a CM at risk firm and no direct payment claims filed against the CM at risk firms.

The Business and Labor Bureau of the OAG issued three bid protest decisions related to CM at risk projects undertaken pursuant to M.G.L. c. 149A between January 1, 2005, the effective date of M.G.L. c. 149A, and May 2009. These three decisions are summarized below.

**Newton North High School plumbing trade contract.** The OAG allowed a protest from Plumbers and Gasfitters Local 12 Boston regarding the City of Newton’s award of the trade contract for plumbing work to Sagamore Plumbing & Heating, Inc. The City’s bid specification stated that each bidder was required to submit an Update Statement as part of its bid; Sagamore, the low bidder on the contract, did not submit an Update Statement with its bid. After the bids were opened, the City asked Sagamore to submit an Update Statement; Sagamore did so the day after the bid opening. The protestor argued that the City was required by regulations promulgated by DCAM, which require trade contract bidders to submit completed Update Statements with their bids, and by the City’s bid requirements to reject Sagamore’s bid. The OAG found that “[t]he City and the bidders had the obligation to adhere to the DCAM regulation, which has the force of law.” (City of Newton v. Plumbers and Gasfitters Local 12 Boston, Attorney General Bid Protest Decision, August 18, 2008)

**Newton North High School electrical trade contract.** The OAG denied a protest from LeVangie Electric Co., Inc., regarding the City of Newton’s award of the trade contract for electrical work to Griffin Electric, Inc., the low bidder on the contract. The City’s specification established unit prices to be paid by the City for additional work or quantities of certain classes of work and solicited other unit prices from bidders for informational purposes. The protestor argued that Griffin’s bid did not conform to the specifications with respect to the unit prices provided in the bid. Noting that “[a]n awarding authority retains substantial discretion to either accept or reject a bid that contains only minor or trivial deviations from the statutory requirements,” the OAG found that the unit pricing contained in Griffin’s bid did not violate a statutory requirement of substance and, thus, it was within the City’s discretion to independently reject Griffin’s proposed unit prices while accepting its bid for electrical work. (City of

Malden High School electrical trade contract. The OAG denied a protest from LeVangie Electric Co., Inc., regarding the City of Malden’s award of the trade contract for electrical work to Sullivan & McLaughlin Companies, Inc., the low bidder on the contract. The original list of prequalified bidders issued by the City had not listed Sullivan & McLaughlin; however, the City had subsequently issued an addendum that included Sullivan & McLaughlin’s name. The protestor argued that the City’s failure to include Sullivan & McLaughlin in the original list of prequalified bidders precluded consideration of the firm’s trade contract bid. The protestor also argued that another addendum was issued in an untimely fashion and, therefore, provided the protestor with inadequate time to properly calculate its bid. The OAG found that, by issuing the addendum containing the corrected list of prequalified bidders 18 days before the bid opening, the City had complied with the requirement of M.G.L. c. 149A that a list of prequalified trade contractors be included with the Request for Bids for the trade contract. The OAG also found that the other addendum cited by the protestor was available four days before bids were due and that the process used by the City did not violate the bid laws. (City of Malden v. LeVangie Electric Co., Attorney General Bid Protest Decision, May 18, 2009)

Satisfaction With M.G.L. c. 149A

Public Owner Perspectives on CM at Risk Under M.G.L. c. 149A

28. Public owner satisfaction with the CM at risk process is high: most owners reported that CM at risk had yielded multiple benefits for their projects. The benefits most often cited by owners included the owner’s ability to factor experience and capacity into the CM at risk selection decision, the preconstruction services provided by the CM at risk firm, the collaborative and productive working relationships among the participants on a CM at risk project, and the schedule savings from early construction work.

Based on their experiences implementing the requirements of M.G.L. c. 149A, most public owners interviewed for this study expressed positive views of the CM at risk method, and most reported that they had achieved the benefits that they had anticipated from the CM at risk method; some others said it was too early in their projects to reach a conclusion. Owners’ ability to factor experience and capacity to provide such services into the competitive selection process for CM at risk services is a feature of M.G.L. c. 149A that all owners regarded as beneficial; DCAM and Massport representatives noted that some high-quality CM at risk firms competing for their CM at risk contracts had not previously worked on their agencies’ projects or, in some cases, competed for public projects under M.G.L. c. 149. The majority regarded the CM at risk firm’s services during the design stage as a major benefit of CM at risk: owner representatives reported that their CM at risk firms had conducted detailed scope reviews of
the construction documents for trade and nontrade contractors, had identified numerous issues that were resolved before the work was bid, and had improved the constructability of the designs. For projects with aggressive schedules, the preconstruction services provided by the CM at risk firms also included planning, coordinating, and managing complex phasing approaches to undertaking these projects; owners reported high levels of satisfaction with the performance of their CM at risk firms in these areas.

The early selection and participation of the CM at risk firm in the project also facilitated cooperation between the designer and the CM at risk firm; several owner representatives reported that these project relationships were less adversarial and more collaborative and productive than the relationships between designers and contractors on M.G.L. c. 149 projects. Also, as previously noted, DCAM representatives observed that high-quality trade contractors that were not willing to submit filed sub-bids on M.G.L. c. 149 contracts were competing for CM at risk contracts, a phenomenon attributed to the fact that the trade contractors knew the identity of the general contractor on the project before submitting their bids.

The schedule advantages of CM at risk constituted another major benefit cited by owners. Because of the hybrid role of the CM at risk firm, the CM at risk firm can provide the services described above while also serving as the general contractor for early construction work. As discussed in an earlier section of this report, owners reported schedule savings from early construction work and early ordering of long lead time items ranging from two months (on an 11-month project) to one year. In addition, representatives of one owner stated that the “whole team” approach of the CM at risk process, in contrast to the adversarial approach required by M.G.L. c. 149, meant that the project was two months ahead of the schedule that would have been possible under M.G.L. c. 149.

29. Public owners report that the quality of their completed projects was high. While some cited higher costs associated with CM at risk, public owners are generally satisfied with the cost of their projects.

Representatives of public owners interviewed for this study reported that the quality of their completed CM at risk projects was high; those whose projects were incomplete anticipated that the quality of their completed CM at risk projects would be high.Owner representatives attributed the high quality of CM at risk projects to a variety of factors, including the higher caliber of the firms competing for CM at risk projects in comparison with that of firms competing for M.G.L. c. 149 projects, the qualifications-focused CM at risk selection process, the improved constructability of the project designs, the team approach to resolving problems, and the open book process.

The majority of owners interviewed for this study were satisfied with the costs of their CM at risk projects, although none reported cost savings attributable to the CM at risk method. Although the owner representatives for one project noted that the project cost exceeded the anticipated budget, the owner representatives stated that they regarded the cost as reasonable in comparison to the cost of similar school projects. Another owner representative stated that although CM at risk is a more expensive delivery method than M.G.L. c. 149, the project was completed on schedule, to the owner’s satisfaction, with no lawsuits, thereby justifying the
higher price. Massport representatives noted that although the owner initially pays more for a CM at risk project than for a M.G.L. c. 149 contract, the owner is more likely to avoid unforeseen costs later in the project; thus, the total project cost will be the same, although the quality of the CM at risk project will be higher.

30. The lack of a firm construction price until late in the project, the lack of risk to the CM at risk firm, and the difficulty of explaining project cost increases to the public are regarded by public owners as disadvantages of CM at risk.

The disadvantages of the CM at risk method reported by representatives of public owners interviewed for this study included the lack of a firm construction price until late in the project, the lack of risk borne by the CM at risk firm when the GMP is negotiated late in the project, and the difficulty of countering public perceptions that the project cost to the owner cannot increase on a CM at risk project. As discussed earlier in this report, owners did not negotiate GMPs for their projects until the designs were complete and, in most cases, early construction work had begun. The lack of risk borne by the CM at risk firm when the GMP is negotiated late in the project was cited by several owner representatives as a disadvantage to the owner. Representatives of two owners also cited as a disadvantage of CM at risk the difficulty of explaining to the public project cost increases despite the fact that they had a “guaranteed maximum price.”

31. Public owners view the CM at risk method as most appropriate for complex projects involving phasing, challenging logistics, and aggressive schedules; they view the M.G.L. c. 149 process as most appropriate for new construction projects on open, clean sites that do not involve aggressive schedules.

Representatives of all public owners interviewed for this study expressed the view that the CM at risk method is appropriate for some, but not all, building projects. When asked for which types of projects they would be likely to use the CM at risk method in the future, owner representatives responded that they would be inclined to use CM at risk on complex projects involving some combination of phasing, challenging logistics, and/or tight schedules. Conversely, owner representatives indicated that they would be more likely to use the M.G.L. c. 149 process for projects entailing new construction on open or “clean” sites, for which the design is complete and the schedule is not aggressive.

32. Public owners emphasize the need for owners using CM at risk to protect the public interest by obtaining the services of an experienced, skilled OPM and by remaining involved with the project.

Below is a summary listing of additional owner perspectives regarding the CM at risk process under M.G.L. c. 149A. Each paragraph summarizes the comments provided by the representative or representatives of one public owner interviewed for this study.

- The CM at risk process encourages cooperation by changing the incentives, thereby helping a project avoid change orders and problems with cost and schedule. The cost of a CM at risk project is comparable to the cost of a M.G.L. c. 149 project, and the CM at
risk process results in a quality product. The process also demonstrated that the CM at risk firm bears little or no risk when the GMP is established late in the project, a fact that was not understood by the owner at the outset of the project.

• On a M.G.L. c. 149 project, the owner goes out to bid and hopes to get a good general contractor; the owner receives no preconstruction services from the general contractor. The greatest benefit of CM at risk is the CM at risk firm’s provision of preconstruction services. However, owners should realize that the CM at risk firm is the general contractor. According to this owner representative, the CM at risk label is misleading: the CM at risk firm is not at risk; the owner is at risk.

• The public got very nervous about spending money on a school before obtaining a price from the contractor, but the owner wanted to get the CM at risk firm involved early on. There was a collective sense of collegiality during the development of design. The OIG should issue regulations providing guidance regarding M.G.L. c. 149A, and the Massachusetts School Building Authority should develop sample contracts for CM at risk services and OPM services on a CM at risk project.

• It is unclear why an owner would select CM at risk over M.G.L. c. 149, although there may be a benefit to having the designer and the general contractor work together before construction begins. Owners should be aware that there will be changes in a CM at risk contract; it has been difficult to explain this to the public.

• Public owners need the assistance of an OPM who understands the CM at risk process and should be prepared to pay for a higher level of service from the OPM as well as from the designer and the CM at risk firm, in comparison to the services provided by the OPM, the designer, and the contractor on a M.G.L. c. 149 project.

• Under CM at risk, there is more personal investment of project team members in working to meet the schedule. Owners should make sure the OPM has the skilled people and time to review the payment invoices. There are fewer claims and less defensiveness on a CM at risk project than on a M.G.L. c. 149 project, but the owner has to monitor the project and payments. The owner has to watch for “fee enhancement.”

• CM at risk requires a more sophisticated owner, or a very good OPM, in comparison to M.G.L. c. 149. A traditional project that overruns the budget must be redesigned; with CM at risk, the budget is updated.

• Owners should hire a good OPM that has worked on CM at risk projects before. However, the owner must stay involved with the project; CM at risk requires the owner to manage a high degree of uncertainty. The project cannot be left to the CM at risk firm, who is working with the owner’s money and may have an incentive to resolve problems with the trade contractors by “giving your money away.”
Other Perspectives on M.G.L. c. 149A

33. Representatives of the Public Construction Reform Task Force participated in a focus group to discuss implementation of M.G.L. c. 149A. Issues raised by participants included the low number of municipalities expressing interest in using CM at risk, misconceptions regarding the owner’s risk in a CM at risk project, the need for more public education regarding CM at risk, the disadvantages of the trade contractor prequalification and bidding procedures contained in M.G.L. c. 149A, and the provision of M.G.L. c. 149A allowing CM at risk firms to self-perform trade and nontrade subcontract work.

As stated in the methodology section of this report, the OIG solicited the views of a focus group consisting of representatives of agencies, organizations, and associations that had participated in the Public Construction Reform Task Force, which was responsible for drafting the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A as well as the other provisions contained in Chapter 193 of the Acts of 2004. (The list of agencies and organizations represented at the focus group meeting convened by the OIG in August 2008 to discuss M.G.L. c. 149A is provided in the methodology section of this report.) The focus group participants did not report any major problems in the implementation of M.G.L. c. 149A. However, some raised issues and concerns, which are summarized below.

Low municipal interest in CM at risk. The reluctance of many municipalities to use the CM at risk process to deliver their building projects was a central theme of the discussion. One participant noted that the practice recommended by DCAM of negotiating the GMP when the design is complete and early construction has begun does not work well for municipalities that must obtain Town Meeting approval for override votes to fund the construction work. Several participants pointed to the fact that municipalities are accustomed to the design-bid-build process required by M.G.L. c. 149 and prefer the hard bid system. A participant observed that some CM at risk firms have indicated that they prefer to undertake CM at risk projects for state agencies rather than for municipalities, whose inexperienced building committees may not understand CM at risk. The participant noted that some OPMs that lack experience with CM at risk may discourage their municipal clients from using CM at risk; other OPMs, however, have recommended CM at risk to their municipal clients.

Need for further CM at risk education and training. The lack of Massachusetts School Building Authority guidelines for using CM at risk and lack of education were cited by several participants as other possible reasons for the relatively small number of municipal CM at risk projects; one participant suggested that an organization such as the Massachusetts Municipal Association should provide training to municipalities on the advantages of CM at risk.

Misunderstandings about CM at risk. The participants discussed the widespread misconception that CM at risk entails no risk to the public owner and eliminates change orders on construction projects. They observed that change orders are inevitable on any construction project, including a CM at risk project, and that the term “guaranteed
maximum price” may be confusing to the public. A participant expressed concern that municipalities may lack the capacity to provide the intensive management required by a CM at risk project.

**Schedule pressure on architects.** A participant cited the architect’s compressed schedule for document review and coordination on a CM at risk contract as an issue of potential concern: when early construction packages are issued, it is important to allot enough time to the construction documents when early construction packages are issued. Another participant cited an example of a state project for which the building had been constructed before the design was 100 percent complete.

**Advantages of Massachusetts State College Building Authority’s single selection process.** One participant reported that some general contractors would support the widespread adoption of the single selection CM at risk selection process (discussed in the methodology section of this report) used by the MSCBA.

**Trade contractor prequalification procedures.** Several participants reported industry concerns regarding the time required to implement the trade contractor prequalification process required by M.G.L. c. 149A and the extent to which owners conduct the due diligence required by the process. One participant expressed concern that the subcontractor prequalification and bidding requirements prevent CM at risk firms from obtaining advice and input from subcontractors early in the design stage. Another participant observed that the principal value of the prequalification process may be its deterrent effect in discouraging unqualified contractors from applying for prequalification.

**Self-performance of the work by CM at risk firms.** The provision of M.G.L. c. 149A permitting CM at risk firms to compete for trade and nontrade contracts was a topic of discussion on which the participants’ views differed. Two participants noted that some experts do not recommend the practice of allowing CM at risk firms to self-perform work and that some owners discourage CM at risk firms from self-performing trade or nontrade subcontract work. However, another participant objected to the suggestion that this provision of M.G.L. c. 149A should be changed, pointing out that this provision of M.G.L. c. 149A was negotiated as part of the overall agreement reached by the members of the Special Commission on Public Construction Reform.

Changes to M.G.L. c. 149A suggested by individual focus group participants included the following:
• The changes to M.G.L. c. 149A contained in the technical corrections bill\(^{37}\) should be enacted. M.G.L. c. 149A should make clear that the trade contractors carry their bonds and the CM at risk firm carries its bonds.

• The provision in M.G.L. c. 149A giving the CM at risk firm the right to self-perform trade contract work and nontrade subcontract work should be eliminated so that each public owner can decide whether or not to allow this practice on a CM at risk project.

---

\(^{37}\) House No. 4185 of 2009 would make technical corrections to the public construction reform law, including corrections to M.G.L. c. 149A. One such technical correction would require each trade contractor to pay the premiums on the trade contract bonds required by M.G.L. c. 149A and include the premiums in the trade contract bid price.
Conclusion

This report has presented survey data and interview information regarding the experience of public owners that have used the M.G.L. c. 149A CM at risk process to deliver their building projects since January 1, 2005, when M.G.L. c. 149A took effect. Because most of the CM at risk projects were not yet complete at the time that the data and information were collected, the final costs, schedule, and quality of these projects are as yet unknown. Moreover, baseline data enabling a comparison of M.G.L. c. 149A CM at risk projects with traditional M.G.L. c. 149 design-bid-build projects are not available. Nevertheless, the preliminary evidence of owners’ attitudes toward and experience with CM at risk under M.G.L. c. 149A presented in this report is clear and consistent.

Overall, this study shows that public owners are satisfied with CM at risk. Most owner representatives interviewed for this study reported that the quality of their project designs and project budget estimates had been improved by the preconstruction services, such as value engineering, constructability reviews, and phasing reviews, provided by their CM at risk firms; that their project schedules had been shortened by the early construction work and ordering of long lead time items enabled by the CM at risk process; and that their projects had benefited from collaborative and productive working relationships among the designer, the CM at risk firm, the OPM, and the owner as a result of the CM at risk process. The ability to select their CM at risk firms through a process that emphasizes experience and expertise is important to owners, and many expressed positive views of the expertise and performance of the CM at risk firms they had selected. DCAM and Massport, the largest and most experienced owners included in this study, reported that high-quality CM at risk firms that had not previously competed for their M.G.L. c. 149 contracts had competed for their CM at risk contracts, indicating that M.G.L. c. 149A has expanded the pool of qualified contractors competing for public building contracts.

As this report has documented, owners have implemented the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A using a variety of approaches to some issues, such as the incorporation of CM at risk-related tasks into the OPM and design contracts, the allocation of cost items to and payment of fees and general conditions, and the procedures for approving expenditures from the CM contingency in the GMP. However, a consistent finding of this study is that public owners choose to negotiate the GMP at or very near the end of the design stage, notwithstanding the fact that M.G.L. c. 149A permits the GMP amendment to be executed as early as the 60 percent completion stage. All ten owners surveyed that had executed GMP amendments had done so when their designs were 100 percent complete or, in two cases, 90 percent complete. The majority of these owners, including DCAM and Massport, had completed the bidding process for some or all trade contracts when the GMP amendment was executed.

The explanation for this finding lies in the CM at risk process for developing and amending the GMP. As this report explains, the GMP includes a CM contingency to cover the risk that actual costs will exceed the costs listed in the GMP for items such as labor or materials. (The owner has a separate contingency, not included in the GMP, to cover the costs of changes in scope
When the GMP is negotiated on the basis of an incomplete design, the risk that the actual costs will exceed those listed in the GMP is high, requiring a high CM contingency amount to cover this risk. As the size of the CM contingency in the GMP increases, the funds available for the cost of the work, general conditions, and fees are correspondingly reduced. Because the GMP amount represents the owner’s construction budget, the project scope is dependent upon the size of the CM contingency. Public owners thus seek to maximize the impact of their project budgets by investing in project scope rather than in the CM contingency. By completing the design and bidding the trade contracts and nontrade subcontracts before negotiating the GMP amendment, owners are able to reduce the size of the CM contingency to which the CM at risk firm will agree. A DCAM representative noted in an interview that the CM contingencies negotiated by DCAM are very low because the GMPs are comprised of hard numbers: trade contract and nontrade subcontract bid amounts, general conditions, and fees.

Thus, this study indicates that under the CM at risk model implemented by public owners to date, owners generally assume the risks for the cost of the project during the design stage and for early construction work performed prior to the execution of the GMP amendment; as discussed in this report, the CM at risk contract is a cost reimbursement contract until the GMP amendment is executed. If the owners negotiated the GMPs for their projects earlier in the design stage, they would shift the risks for the cost of the project to their CM at risk firms earlier; in return, however, the owners would confront higher CM contingencies and reduced funds in their GMPs for the project work. In making this tradeoff, owners have opted to assume more financial risk during the course of the project in return for GMPs with relatively low contingencies. After the GMP is executed, the owner bears the risk for the costs of allowance items; the owner is also responsible for the cost of change orders, which increase the original GMP.

Several public owner representatives interviewed for this study, who were otherwise pleased with the CM at risk process, cited as disadvantages of CM at risk the lack of a firm construction price until late in the project and the lack of financial risk borne by the CM at risk firms. On the other hand, this risk allocation model appears to be a contributing factor to the harmonious working relationships that most owners have enjoyed with their CM at risk firms. As discussed in this report, owner representatives interviewed for this study reported that the interactions among project participants have been collaborative and productive, with few disputes over project costs, in contrast to the adversarial interactions some owners have experienced on M.G.L. c. 149 projects.

This study also shows that the “open book process” of monitoring project costs during the course of the CM at risk project has proved manageable for public owners. Some owner representatives reported that their M.G.L. c. 149A projects required no more contract

---

38 As discussed in this report, the GMPs for the projects reviewed for this study included allowances, which are dollar amounts, established by the owner, intended to cover the cost of unpredictable or unknown cost items. The owner, rather than the general contractor, bears the risk of the cost of items designated as allowances in the event that the actual cost of an item exceeds the allowance amount.
administration resources than would have been required if the projects had been bid under M.G.L. c. 149 or stated that they expected the additional resources required to procure and administer their CM at risk contracts to be offset by resource reductions associated with fewer change orders; others, including DCAM, reported significantly higher investments of contract administration resources in their M.G.L. c. 149A contracts.

Notwithstanding these reports of divergent contract administration practices, the importance of assigning an experienced and qualified OPM to protect the owner’s interests on a CM at risk project is a central theme emerging from the interviews conducted for this study. Unlike the CM at risk firm, the OPM serves as the owner’s agent throughout the project. Several owner representatives pointed to the risks of allowing the CM at risk firm to spend the owner’s funds without ongoing scrutiny and oversight by the OPM. Owner representatives also emphasized the need for the owner to remain involved in the project and to review project payments. Overall, public owners were unanimous in the view that the CM at risk process under M.G.L. c. 149A is a valuable option for public owners and that this option is not appropriate for every owner or every building project.

This study provides a snapshot of the experience of the relatively small number of public owners that have used the CM at risk process prescribed by M.G.L. c. 149A during the early years of the law’s implementation. Their participation in this study has provided other public owners with an interest in using M.G.L. c. 149A with valuable data, procedural information, lessons learned, and practical advice. As more experience is gained with M.G.L. c. 149A, public owners would benefit from continued sharing of experience and best practices. CM at risk under M.G.L. c. 149A, like all other construction project delivery methods, offers potential benefits to public owners while also posing potential risks. To the extent that public owners are able to capture these benefits while also minimizing those risks that can be controlled, the public interest will be well served.
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Recommended Changes to M.G.L. c. 149A

The following recommended changes to M.G.L. c. 149A are intended to correct unclear or problematic provisions and to strengthen the public protections contained in the law.

1. The amendments to M.G.L. c. 149A contained in House No. 4185 of 2009, the technical corrections bill, should be enacted. In addition to correcting typographical and drafting errors, these amendments would accomplish the following:

   - Require the OPM assigned to the CM at risk project to have the required number of years of “relevant” experience.
   - Require the OIG to render decisions regarding applications for approval to use the CM at risk method in not more than 60 days from the date the application is submitted to the OIG.
   - Require the public agency to designate the representatives of the public agency serving on the CM at risk prequalification and selection committees.\(^{39}\)
   - Require trade contractors to pay the costs for the performance and payment bonds required by M.G.L. c. 149A and include these costs in their bid prices.
   - Require trade contractors seeking prequalification for a particular CM at risk project to submit to the awarding authority a copy of the Certificate of Eligibility issued by DCAM along with a completed Update Statement.
   - Clarify that all trade contractors must return an executed trade contract as well as the required bonds and insurance certificates to the CM at risk firm within 10 business days of receiving the trade contract from the CM at risk firm.\(^{40}\)

2. The definition of “Designer” in M.G.L. c. 149A, §2 should be corrected to state that the term shall have the same meaning as found in M.G.L. c. 7, §38A½, not M.G.L. c. 7, §38A.

3. The definition of “Guaranteed maximum price” in M.G.L. c. 149A, §2 should be revised by replacing the words “agreed total” with the word “maximum.” The current language defines “Guaranteed maximum price” as “the agreed total dollar amount for the construction management at risk services, including the cost of the work, the general conditions and the fees charged by the construction management at risk firm.” This

\(^{39}\) Section 36 of House No. 4185 of 2009 should be amended to make clear that the amendment applies to line 6 of M.G.L. c. 149A, §5(b) and not line 5 of M.G.L. c. 149A, §5, as currently indicated in Section 36.

\(^{40}\) Section 43 of House No. 4185 of 2009 should be amended to make clear that the trade contractor agreement in subsection (k) is the trade contract for all trade contractors, not only those selected by the CM at risk firm.
definition incorrectly suggests that the GMP is a lump-sum amount owed to the CM at risk firm by the owner. Rather, as stated elsewhere in the same section, the GMP is “the maximum amount to be paid by the public agency for the building project, including the cost of the work, the general conditions, and the fee payable to the construction management at risk firm.”

4. M.G.L. c. 149A, §5(c) should be revised to reduce the extensive list of information that public agencies are required to include in the RFQ advertisement. The current provision requires the public notice to include all of the mandatory information required in the RFQ, including preliminary concept designs and key factors important to the final section, the evaluation criteria and procedures to be used in selecting the CM at risk firm, a specific description of the scope of services expected of the CM at risk firm, and other specific information that is appropriate for the RFQ but that is costly and impractical to include in an advertisement.

5. M.G.L. c. 149A, §5(c)(3), which requires the RFQ and the public notice to include “the evaluation procedure and criteria pursuant to subsection (f), including any rating system,” should be revised to delete the following phrase: “pursuant to subsection (f).” Subsection (f) does not prescribe an evaluation procedure or criteria.

6. M.G.L. c. 149A, §5(f) should be revised to delete the following sentence: “Only construction management at risk firms achieving an acceptable rating as defined pursuant to clause (3) of subsection (c) will be selected to proceed to phase 2 of the 2-phase selection process and receive a request for proposals issued pursuant to section 6.” Clause (3) of subsection (c) does not prescribe a specific rating system, nor does it define “acceptable rating.”

7. M.G.L. c. 149A, §6(d) should be revised by inserting a requirement that proposals be opened in the presence of one or more witnesses and that a register of proposals be prepared for public inspection. The current language simply provides that upon receipt of the proposals, the selection committee shall evaluate all proposals; there are no requirements governing the opening or documentation of proposals at the time that proposals are received.

8. M.G.L. c. 149A, §7(3) should be revised to include a requirement that, prior to undertaking early construction work before the execution of the GMP amendment to the CM at risk contract, the CM at risk firm furnish the owner with performance and payment bonds, each in the amount of 100 percent of the agreed-upon sum for the scope of work, including the cost of the work, the general conditions, and any additional fee. Section 7 currently contains no performance bond requirement for early construction work.\footnote{41}{However, M.G.L. c. 149, §29, which requires the contractor to furnish a payment bond in the amount of at least 50 percent of the contract price, applies to M.G.L. c. 149A projects.}
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9. M.G.L. c. 149A, §8(g) should be revised by deleting subsection (7), which requires all prequalified trade contractors to submit, with their bids, “an affidavit that all sub-trade contractors named on the bid form have been prequalified by the trade contractor using criteria similar to the criteria for prequalification of trade contractors.” The trade contractor prequalification process entails numerous requirements that are not relevant to or necessary for the trade contractor’s selection of sub-trade contractors, including submission of a Certificate of Eligibility and Update Statement (required by DCAM regulations), a mandatory commitment letter from a surety for payment and performance bonds, and a minimum of five credit references. The affidavit requirement is not logical or reasonable and could expose trade contractors to legal challenges.

10. M.G.L. c. 149A, §8 should be amended to include specific procedures to be followed in the event that the public agency receives no responses to the RFQ for a trade contract, prequalifies no trade contractors for a trade contract, or receives no responsive bids for a trade contract. (Although M.G.L. c. 149A, §8(h) sets forth a procedure to be followed if the public agency receives fewer than three responsive bids on any trade contract and the lowest bid exceeds the estimated cost of the work for which bids are requested, these conditions do not cover the scenario in which the public agency receives no responsive bids.)

11. M.G.L. c. 149A, §8(a) should be amended to state that if the CM at risk firm submits its qualifications to bid on trade contract or nontrade subcontract work, the public agency will assume the CM at risk firm’s responsibilities for that contract with respect to bidder prequalification and selection and that the CM at risk firm will not serve on the prequalification committee for that trade contract or participate in any way in the prequalification or selection process for the trade contract or nontrade subcontract.
Appendix A: CM at Risk Firms

The table below identifies the CM at risk firms selected for public projects under M.G.L. c. 149A, according to the survey responses from public owners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Owner</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>CM at Risk Firm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Consigli Construction Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Malden</td>
<td>Malden High School</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Authority of Milford</td>
<td>Building modernization</td>
<td>Consigli Construction Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission</td>
<td>Airport terminal</td>
<td>Skanska USA Building, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Newton</td>
<td>Newton North High School</td>
<td>Dimeo Construction Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Northampton</td>
<td>Police facility</td>
<td>Barr &amp; Barr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Quincy</td>
<td>New Quincy High School</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Salem</td>
<td>Salem High School</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Taunton</td>
<td>High School/Middle School</td>
<td>Bacon/Agostini JV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Worcester</td>
<td>North High School</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester Redevelopment Authority</td>
<td>Union Station parking garage</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massport</td>
<td>Pump station replacement</td>
<td>O'Connor Constructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAM</td>
<td>Phase II Expansion Fire Academy</td>
<td>Consigli Construction Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Psychiatric Hospital</td>
<td>Gilbane Building Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administration Building Renovations Worcester State College</td>
<td>W. T. Rich Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Taunton Trial Court</td>
<td>Daniel O'Connell's Sons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Fall River Courthouse</td>
<td>Dimeo Construction Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and Wellness Center Bunker Hill Community College</td>
<td>Daniel O'Connell's Sons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CM at Risk Firms Selected for M.G.L. c. 149A Projects (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCAM (continued)</th>
<th>J. Michael Ruane Judicial Center</th>
<th>Daniel O'Connell's Sons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wall Experiment Station Renovations</td>
<td>O'Connor Constructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cronin Skating Rink</td>
<td>JK Scanlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ely Library/Campus Center Accessibility Upgrades</td>
<td>D.A. Sullivan &amp; Sons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

The Office of the Inspector General is required by M.G.L. c. 149A, §13, to undertake and complete a review describing the experience of public agencies that used construction management at risk (CM at risk) services pursuant to the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A. The Office has contracted with Clarus Group, an independent consulting firm, to perform this review.

Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 12A, §9, the Office requests your jurisdiction’s cooperation and assistance in completing this survey questionnaire for each CM at risk project undertaken by your jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of M.G.L. c. 149A. Each survey questionnaire should be completed by a knowledgeable representative of your jurisdiction or by the designated owner’s project manager (OPM) for the CM at risk project. The individual completing the survey will attest, under the pains and penalties of perjury, that the answers are accurate and complete to the best of his or her knowledge. The information solicited by this survey questionnaire will provide background information on the CM at risk projects undertaken by your jurisdiction; additional data collection activities and interviews will be conducted over the coming months.

Please note that it is best to complete the survey in one sitting. However, you may leave the survey and return to it at any time before you click the "Done" button at the end of the survey if you use the same computer and the cookies have not been cleared from your browser.

If you have any questions about this survey questionnaire, please contact Clarus Group by phone at 781-878-6000 or by email at info@theclarusgroup.com. Thank you for your assistance.

* 1. Jurisdiction (awarding authority)

* 2. Project name

3. Current project status (check all that apply)

   - CM at risk request for qualifications issued
   - CM at risk request for proposals issued
   - CM at risk contract executed
   - One or more trade contractor requests for qualifications issued
   - Trade contractors prequalified
   - GMP amendment executed
   - Long lead time items ordered
   - One or more amendments to CM at risk contract to begin construction prior to GMP amendment
   - Substantial completion achieved
   - Final completion achieved
4. If construction has started on the CM at risk project, please provide the construction start date.

Start date [ ] / [ ] / [ ]

2. CM at Risk Request for Qualifications

1. Have you issued a request for qualifications for CM at risk services?
   
   Yes
   
   No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page and you will automatically skip to section 12)

2. Request for qualifications.
   
   Date issued [ ] / [ ] / [ ]
   
   Date due [ ] / [ ] / [ ]

3. Number of responses received.
   
   Number

4. Number of CM at risk firms prequalified.
   
   Number

3. CM at Risk Request for Proposals

1. Have you issued a request for proposals to prequalified CM at risk firms?
   
   Yes
   
   No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page and you will automatically skip to section 12)

2. Request for proposals.
   
   Date issued [ ] / [ ] / [ ]
   
   Date due [ ] / [ ] / [ ]

3. Number of proposals received.
   
   Number

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

4. CM at Risk Contract

1. Have you executed a contract with a CM at risk firm?

- Yes
- No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page and you will automatically skip to section 12)

2. Name of CM at risk firm.

3. Date contract executed.

   MM  DD  YYYY

   Date  /  /

4. Were there any negotiated changes to the non-fee proposal? If so, please briefly list the negotiated changes.

5. Original contract fees and general conditions (include no dollar sign or commas).

   Preconstruction fee
   Construction fee
   Total general conditions amount
   Preconstruction general conditions amount (if separate)
   Construction general conditions amount (if separate)
6. If there have been any contract changes to the original fee amounts, please indicate the current contract fees below (no dollar signs or commas).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fee Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current preconstruction fee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current construction fee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current total general conditions amount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current preconstruction general conditions amount (if separate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current construction general conditions amount (if separate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Does the contract allow the CM at risk firm to perform subcontract work?

- Yes - explicitly allowed by contract
- No - explicitly prohibited by contract
- Not explicitly allowed or prohibited by contract

5. Long Lead Time Items

1. Have you ordered or do you plan to order any long lead time items for this project?

- Yes
- No (If no, skip question 2 below)

2. Please list items and indicate whether or not they have been ordered (yes or no).

6. Trade Contractor Request for Qualifications and Bidding
1. Have you issued a request for qualifications for any trade contract?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

Note: If you answered "Yes" above, indicating that you have issued a request for qualifications for trade contracts, please complete the separate spreadsheet that is available at www.theclarusgroup.com/media/tradecontracts.xls.

2. Has your CM at risk firm been prequalified for any trade contract?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

3. Has your CM at risk firm submitted a bid for any trade contract?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

4. Has your CM at risk firm been selected for any trade contract?
   - Yes
   - No

7. Nontrade Subcontract Work by CM at Risk Firm

   1. Has your CM at risk firm performed any non-trade subcontract work on the project?
      - Yes
      - No

   2. If yes, briefly identify type and dollar value of work performed.

8. Construction Prior to GMP Amendment
1. Have you executed any amendments to the CM at risk contract to begin construction prior to execution of a guaranteed maximum price (GMP) amendment?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

2. Please provide the following information for amendments to the CM at risk contract to begin construction prior to the execution of the GMP amendment.

   | Total number of amendments |  
   | Total value of amendments (no dollar sign or commas) |  

3. Did the amendment(s) contain a lump-sum price or a GMP? (If you had different amendments with different payment methods, check "Both".)
   - Lump-sum price
   - GMP
   - Both - Different payment method for different contracts

4. Did you require a performance bond from the CM at risk firm? (If you had different contracts with different performance bond requirements, check "Both".)
   - Yes
   - No
   - Both - different requirement for different contracts

5. Did you require a payment bond from the CM at risk firm? (If you had different contracts with different payment bond requirements, check "Both".)
   - Yes
   - No
   - Both - different requirement for different contracts

9. Original GMP Amendment

This section concerns the original GMP amendment to the CM at risk contract. Changes, if any, to the
original GMP amendment are addressed in the next section.

1. Have you executed a GMP contract amendment with the CM at risk firm?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

2. Date original GMP amendment executed.
   
   Date: □□/□□/□□□□

3. Percent of design completed when GMP amendment executed.
   
   Percent (enter a number with no decimal point or percentage sign)

4. Percent of construction completed when GMP amendment executed.
   
   Percent (enter a number with no decimal point or percentage sign)

5. GMP amount.
   
   Dollar amount (no dollar sign or commas)

6. Substantial completion date in GMP amendment.
   
   Date: □□/□□/□□□□

7. Final completion date in GMP amendment.
   
   Date: □□/□□/□□□□

8. Amount of CM at risk firm contingency in GMP amendment.
   
   Dollar amount (no dollar sign or commas)

10. Changes to Original GMP Amendment

This section concerns the changes, if any, to the original GMP amendment to the contract.
1. Have there been any amendments to the original GMP amendment?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

2. Current GMP amount.
   Dollar amount (no dollar sign or commas)

3. Current substantial completion date in GMP amendment.
   Date
   MM / DD / YYYY

4. Current final completion date in GMP amendment.
   Date
   MM / DD / YYYY

5. Current amount of CM at risk firm contingency in GMP amendment.
   Dollar amount (no dollar sign or commas)

11. Owner's Contingency

1. Indicate the dollar amount of the owner's contingency.
   - Original owner's contingency amount (no dollar sign or commas)
   - Current owner's contingency amount (no dollar sign or commas)
   - Amount used to date, if any (no dollar sign or commas)

2. Did the original GMP amendment include the owner's contingency amount?
   - Yes
   - No

12. Contract Amounts and Payments
1. Please provide the following dollar amounts (no dollar signs or commas).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPM contract amount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPM fee paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design contract amount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design fee paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM at risk firm preconstruction fee paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM at risk firm construction fee paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total general conditions amount paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconstruction general conditions amount paid to date (if separate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction general conditions amount paid to date (if separate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of work paid to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of work paid to date for work performed by CMR firm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. Schedule

1. Enter the actual substantial and final completion dates, if applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual substantial completion date</td>
<td>MM / DD / YYYY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual final completion date</td>
<td>MM / DD / YYYY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Disputes - CM at Risk Firm Claims

1. Has the CM at risk firm submitted any claims?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)
2. Number of claims.

Number of claims submitted to date
Number of claims settled to date
Number of claims pending

3. Total dollar value and schedule days claimed to date.

Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)
Days

4. Total dollar value and schedule days awarded in claims settled to date.

Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)
Days

5. Total dollar value and schedule days in pending claims.

Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)
Days

15. Disputes - Direct Payment Claims

1. Have any direct payment claims been submitted?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

2. Direct payment claims submitted to date.

Number
Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)

3. Direct payment claims paid to date.

Number
Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)

4. Direct payment claims currently pending resolution.

Number
Dollar value (no dollar sign or commas)

16. Disputes - Protests
CM at Risk in Massachusetts - Owner Survey

1. Has anyone filed a protest with the Office of the Attorney General regarding the award of any contract related to this CM at risk project?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)

2. How many protests have been filed to date?
   Number

3. Who filed a protest?
   - CM at risk firm
   - Trade contractor
   - Other subcontractor
   - Supplier
   - Other (please specify)

17. Disputes - Litigation

1. Has anyone filed litigation related to this CM at risk project?
   - Yes
   - No (If no, click "Next" at the bottom of this page)
2. Who has filed litigation related to this CM at risk project?

- Owner
- Designer
- OPM
- CM at risk firm
- Trade contractor
- Other subcontractor
- Supplier
- Citizen or citizen group

Other (please specify)

18. Comments

1. If you would like to make any comments or provide any additional information, please do so in the space below or send an email to info@theclarusgroup.com.

19. Attestation
1. Respondent information

Name: 
Title: 
Organization: 
Address: 
City/Town: 
State: 
ZIP: 
Email address: 
Phone number: 

2. By submitting this survey, you attest under the pains and penalties of perjury that all information provided is accurate and complete to the best of your knowledge.

Agree.